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Guest Editorial
ads represents an erosion of ethics in
dentistry.

Yellow Page Perspectives
Dr.RichardMielke
WSDA Editorial Board
All dentists know the most important
part of dental practice is getting their
Yellow Page ads right. I'm constantly
reviewing my own message to be sure
it expresses the very essence of my
practice style and focus. It's practically
a mission statement all by itself. Right
now I'm going with: "personalized
dentistry for all ages."
It's been a long time, but I think I
adopted this wording to indicate that I
not only welcomed chronologically
advanced folks, but would laminate
my Washington state dental license
number along with their name into
the base of their denture for all time.
It may be weak, but it's all I could fie
into a one-inch column.
Of course, I could expand my message
and perhaps enhance my appeal with
a larger ad, but I'm saving my money
to buy some state-of-the-arc equipment, like a curing light. Then I can
offer patients the Second Generation
of composite restorations and tout the
progressive side of my practice in a
larger future display ad. It's important
co have long-range plans for marketing.
I love to look through telephone
books from other cities to see the
beautiful and creative ads of dental
practices. I'm always looking for ideas
for the future. Not all dentists share
my enthusiasm, however. Some feel
the proliferation of large, artsy display
4
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Many dentists remember that until
about 30 years ago the ADA Code of
Ethics proscribed such ads and limited
the number and size of announcements of a new practice. There were
even restrictions on the maximum
height of letters on outdoor signs. The
old era of restrict ions ended when
lawyers sued each other over their own
code of ethics, leading to a federal ban
on many advertising restrictions in
their profession. The door was now
wide open for all professions co advertise freely.
The ADA Code still has a few rules on
advertising for its members to follow.
They address mostly issues of dentists
overstating their education or expertise. Also, "false or misleading" infor mation is against our Code of Ethics.
"False and misleading" ads are also
against Washington state law, which
affords even less wiggle room for dentists than does the ADA Code. It is
also a violation of state law to claim
superiority over other dentists in one's
neighborhood. This does not apply co
television programming, such as FSN's
"Best Damn Sport Show Period."
Interestingly, state law also bans "cappers" and "steerers" co obtain patron age. We all know what a capper is. In
this context, however, it means someone who brings business your way.
Geeting back to the Yellow Pages, I'm
noticing some dentists don't list their
names, just that of their clinic. It may
be because they are involved in the
federal government's Witness
Protection Program and are hiding
from the Mob, or maybe they're hiding from Ed McMahon. On the other
hand, perhaps it's something mundane
like the clinic frequently has new den tists coming on board. Other dentists

use only their first names in their ads,
like "Dr. Bob" or "Dr. Sadie." I'll bet
it's because they have a last name chat
is so dauntingly long and complex
that prospective patients would not
want to have to learn to say it.
It's fun to try to identify the target
market each ad is trying co reach.
Many are much narrower than my
"all ages." Some boast of their years in
practice, appealing to those who value
experience in a dentist. One has to be
careful not to overdue this. It's not
good to leave the impression that you
may have gained some of your experience treating Neanderthals at the end
of the last ice age.
A few ads reach out to the alternative
medicine and holistic folks, claiming
to be mercury free. This would not be
entirely true if they removed amalgam
restorations on site.
''Adult dentistry" puzzles me. I understand adult living and adult entertainment. Perhaps you have learned about
adult entertainment by innocently
stumbling upon it while attending the
ADA Annual Session when it was in
New Orleans or Las Vegas. Don't
worry about it . In Vegas, at least, what
happens there stays there. Maybe adult
dentistry is a PC way of saying, "My
reception area is really fancy and nice,
so no Cheerios-littering, sticky-fingered rug rats wanted."
I thought about putting a photograph
of myself in my ad, as others have
done. I asked my staff if I should do
it, and they said it would depend on
whether I wanted to attract new
patients or not. What kind of an
answer is chat?
It's not very glamorous, but I guess I'll
stick co my present lictle ad. It's cheap.
I'll soon have enough money to gee
that curing light.

from the Editor

Leslie S. Webb,

Jr.

VDADentaljournal Editor
Access to dental care are currently the buzz-words for a driving force that is well underway and will have a major impact
on dentistry. The federal government, state governments, health regulatory boards, boards of dentistry and many
public groups are pressing concerns chat access to dental care is lacking for many geographic areas and disadvantaged
populations. Groups targeted as areas of concern include indigents, both children and adults, and ethnic groups,
including native Indians and Eskimos .
The lack of access to appropriate dental care can result from many sources, including insufficient numbers of dentists and
allied dental personnel or their maldistribution, lack of personal or governmental funding for care, or poor dental health
literacy resulting in lack of demand.
In response to these pressures, dentistry is looking at dental manpower issues such as the number of dental school
graduates needed. How can dental graduates be attracted to underserved areas? Should foreign trained dentists be
given licensure and under what circumstances? New workforce models with expanded categories of allied dental
personnel are being proposed. More patient care would be delegated to chem along with educational opportunities
and pathways for advancement.
As the issues are addressed and solutions found, dentistry must play the prominent role. It must be clear that there is
only one standard of care for all our citizens, not a multi-tiered system. The role of the dentist as che leader of the dental
team must be maintained. The dentist must perform the examination, diagnose conditions and develop the treatment
plan for the patient. Lastly, there should be no delegation of irreversible dental procedures to non-dentists. Keep your
attention on this issue. It will affect all of you.
Dear Editor,

1 wish to commend all of the Delegates and Alternate Delegates that served in the 34th Annual Session of the Virginia
Dental Association House of Delegates. With all of your efforts the business of the House was able to be transacted in an
efficient manner . A great deal of discussion was provided by delegates at the Reference Committee meetings which aided
in developing policy for the House to discuss and use to determine the VDA's direction for the following years. The
Reference and Credentials Committee members deserve special appreciation for presenting the actions in a manner which
could be easily understood . The Committee members serving were: Credentials CommitteeSam Galstan, Chairman, Michael Abbott, Alonzo Bell, Robert Candler, Karen Cole Dameron. Reference Committee
1000 - Budget , Financial and Administrative Matters : Edward Griggs, Chairman, Scott Francis, Garrett Gouldin, Sharone
Ward, Alan Robbins. Reference Committee 2000 - Membership, Public and Professional Affairs: Robert Candler,
Chairman, Scott Berman, Timothy Collins, Katherine Finley-Parker, Randy Norbo.
Finally, I would like to thank Bonnie Anderson and Leslie Pinkston, our VOA Staff, for their assistance in preparing the
reports for the Reference Committees.

RalphL Howe/1,jr.
Speaker, House of Delegates
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Message From the President
We need help!!!!!
The Virginia Employment Commission website states that the number of Dental
Hygienists employed in Virginia in 2002 was 3,553. They project that in 2012
we will need 5,404 dental hygienists. This represents an annual average growth
rate of 4.3 percent, faster than 1.7 percent growth rate for all occupations in
Virginia. For dental assistants the need is also acute. The number of Deneal
Assistants employed in Virginia in 2002 was 6,792. It is projected that in 2012
there will be 10,245. This represents an annual average growth rate of 4.2 percent, also much greater than the growth rate for all occupations in Virginia. From
2002 to today dental hygiene employment has increased to 3678, only a 1.7%
annual rate of growth and we are falling further behind each year.

President:
Mark A. Crabtree

This workforce problem is not unique to Virginia. Recently the ADA Board of Trustees established the
Workforce Models Task Force with the charge to" ... analyze all of the available data and information
regarding the adequacy of the current workforce to meet the access needs of the underserved in both rural
and urban settings, with particular emphasis on the auxiliary workforce ... " The ADA House will be discussing this Taskforces Report for the first time in Philadelphia.
Several years ago, the Virginia Board of Dentistry was petitioned by a group of dentists from rural
Virginia to establish a scaling technician auxiliary to help them meet the growing preventive needs of
their patients. This led the Board to study various options and ultimately to a proposal to allow expanded
function dental assistants to perform duties beyond what is allowed by regulation today.
To allow practicing dentists to meet the needs of their patients, the need for more auxiliaries with expanded authority to do more procedures is clearly evident. That raises the question: What are we going to do
about it???
During my president-elect's address, I spoke of forming a VDA Task Force to study the ADA Workforce
Models Task.force Report and to make recommendations to the Board of Directors as to how we should
proceed to prudently deal with this issue. I have appointed Past-President Bruce Hutchinson to chair this
task force which we will be starting its work very soon. In the meantime, we need to gather data on the
number of hygiene positions that need to be filled in the near fomre. Please complete and return to us
the enclosed card so that we can build a data base to begin to attack this important and growing problem.
I look forward to a great year serving as your president. Please feel free to contact me with your problems,
concerns or any other feedback that you feel the Board of Directors needs to hear. We are excited about
the positive future we envision for dentistry and our profession remains strong because you care enough
to want to make a difference. Thank you for being a part of organized dentistry.
Please mail these response cards back to us NOW
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VDA PRESIDENT ACCEPTS $ I 0,000 FOR DENTAL
HEALTH FOUNDATION
New ClinicWill Help ThoseWho CannotAffordDental Care
in MartinsvilleArea

Mark A. Crabtree, DDS, Virginia Dental Association president, and president of the Piedmont Virginia Dental
Health Foundation, has accepted a gift of $10,000 from
Delta Dental Plan of Virginia to equip a clinic that will
help residents who cannot afford dental care in the
Martinsville area.
The Foundation plans to open the Dental Education and
Safety Net Center next August. "Wi th a network of volunteer and public health dentists, dental students from the
School of Dentistry at Virgin ia Commonwea lth Univers ity
and dental hygiene students from community colleges, we
will make a difference in the lives of people who need den tal treatment," said Crabtree.
The purpose of the center is to improve oral health of disadvantaged citizens through oral health education and dental care. The center is intended for unemp loyed and uninsured adults, needy ch ildren and Medicaid-eligible residents . The center expects to serve approx imately 2,500
patients its first year and 5,000 its second year.
Earlier chis year, U.S. Rep. Virgil H. Goode Jr. obtained a
$450,000 legislative earmark award for the Safety Net
Center. The Piedmont Dental Society, which includes den tists from Martinsvi lle, Danville, Lynchburg and Roanoke,

has contributed $5,000 .
Delta Dental Plan of Virginia presented the $10,000 check
at a luncheon attended by officers of the foundation, area
dentists and community leaders. "Our company is committed co improving access co dental care," said George
Levicki, DDS, president and chief executive officer of
Delta Dental. "We are pleased co support the efforts of The
Dental Education and Safety Net Center, which will be a
needed resource for area resident s."
"In addition co helping the dentists of Virginia with philanthropic efforts such as Martinsville's Dental Clinic, Delea
Dental has generously supported the dental school in its
efforts co provide a first class education for our dental and
dental hygiene students. Partnerships such as these are
making a difference in our profession and in the lives of
everyday Virg inians who rely on us to take care of their
ora l health," said Crabtree.
Delta Dental Plan of Virginia was established by the
General Assembly in 1964 to imp rove the oral health of
Virginians. Delta provides pre-paid dental benefits co more
than 1 million subscribers through a network of more than
3,500 dentists in Virginia.
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Dr. Mark A. Crabtree
It will be a great honor and privilege
for me to serve you as your President
next year. At this moment, I am
deeply humbled by your confidence
in me, and I will do everything in
my power to serve you in accordance
with the great traditions of those
many fine presidents who have served
the VDA over the last 136 years. I
thank each you for giving me chis
great opportunity.
First, I wane to congratulate and commend President Bruce Hutchinson for
the fantastic job he is doing on our
behalf this year. He is leading our
association with dignity, honor and
good humor, and he is a tremendous
role model for me and our entire profession.
We are blessed to have Dr. Terry
Dickinson as our executive director.
He has put together a fantastic team
of professionals and they are all doing
a superb job for us.

POP QUIZ
Who Wrote the Following?

Comegather 'roundpeople
Whereveryou roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown
And acceptit that soon
You'llbe drenched to the bone.
Ifyour time toyou
Is worth savin'
8
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Then you betterstart swimmin'
Or you'll sink like a stone
For the times they are a-changin'.
The line it is drawn
The curseit is cast
The slow one now
Will later befast
As the present now
Will later bepast
The order is
RapidlyJadin'.
And thefirst one now
Will later be last
For the times they are a-changin'.

Bob Dylanc 1963
The times they are a-changin' and the
changin' times will affect the future of
dentistry, and they will be a-changin'
faster than we've ever witnessed in the
past in the regulatory and legislative
arenas. Many forces external co our
profession threaten our future and we
muse cake che initiative to lead or be
led. Now, more than ever, dentistry
must speak with a unified voice. And
we, as an association, have to develop
the skills necessary to succeed in a new
environment.
How often do we hear "We live in an
era of rapid change." We hear chis
cliche almost every day, and yet we
don't' pause to analyze how these
changes affect our profession and your
professional association the VOA.

Over the last few years we have
changed our governance structure,
realigned our statewide meetings and
are moving toward a knowledge based
governance system. But very few of us
understand what is meant by "knowledge based governance."
The Trustees of the American Dental
Association are incorporating this philosophy of governance into their decision making and they are moving significantly toward this process of ongoing strategic thinking and strategy
development.
We have identified some of our active
members and leaders, and invited
chem co participate in a special leadership retreat on November 11 ch and
12th at Wintergreen Resort. The
nationally renowned Glen Tecker of
Tecker Consultants is coming to help
us develop the skills necessary to move
the VOA forward in chis new environment. Glenn and his group is also
working with the ADA Board of
Trustees and will be facilitating che
strategic issues discussions at the ADA
Annual Meeting in Philadelphia in
October. It is essential that as many
members as possible attend th is
important training and strategic planning session. So I am issuing an open
invitation to any one who would like
to attend chis special strategic planning session to come and be with us as
we lay a strong foundation for the
future of our profession. If you would

like to be apart of chis process lee me,
Terry Dickenson or Bonnie Anderson
know char you would like co atrend
and we'll gee you all the necessary
details. I look forward to seeing you
on the second Friday in November!!
In one shore day Katrina, has shown
us char Mocher Nature can forever
alter our lives. Virginia is a coastal
state and hurricanes hit our shores
quire frequently. As a profession are
we, the VOA, prepared for a natural
disaster such as chis? I doubt that any
one can be totally prepared for a catastrophe like Katrina , bur we need ro
take some time this year to pur into a
place a plan to help us to improve our
preparedness for such a crisis. The
Florida Deneal Association has a
Hurricane preparedness manual chat
deals with what to do before and after
a storm. I will be asking our membership committee to review this manual
and to customize a similar plan for
our use and co deliver this plan to the
Board of Directors as soon as possible.

Workforce Models. This task force has
made a report (Board Report 15) chat
will be discussed by the ADA House
of Delegates in October. The Virginia
Board of Dentistry has included some
of the very ideas chat are being looked
into on a national level in their proposal. At this rime, we need to develop consensus within our profession on
how we intend to improve the auxiliary workforce for dentistry. Based on
the results of your deliberations, the
actions of rhe ADA House of
Delegates in October, and our strategic planning process at Wintergreen, I
intend ro form a cask force to study
the ADA Deneal Workforce Models
Report (Board Report 15) and consider integrating the five classifications of
dental assistants and two classifications
of dental hygienists into a working
proposal for our discussion.

To protect our interests, the VOA
must maintain a high priority on our
advocacy responsibilities. Some of the
issues that continuously demand our
atrention are licensure requirements,
auxiliary utilization, amalgam regulations, wastewater regulations, malpractice insurance , tort reform and access
to care. We can celebrate many successes in our advocacy efforts including our substantial increase in dental
Medicaid funding. Yet there is much
more to do.

VADPAC's successful leadership in
fundraising helps make our voice
heard loud and clear in Richmond.
During chis election year we are
strengthening our bonds with members of the Legislature and we are laying the groundwork for continued
success in this arena. Through our
VOA Day on rhe Hill in January, we
will continue to keep our legislators
informed of our concerns. Bur we
need more participation from our
membership to face the challenges we
face on the legislative front. We muse
be proactive and ar all times vigilant
and prepared to help shape these and
many other issues that direcrly impact
our practices.

This House of Delegates will make
several very important decisions about
how our future workforce may be
structured. I'm referring to the Scaling
Tech and Expanded Function Deneal
Assistant Issues. The American Deneal
Association Board of Trustees established a task force to study Dental

Last September, the Virginia Board of
Dentistry, voted ro accept all regional
examinations and terminated its relationship with the Southern Regional
Testing Agency. They rook this action
outside of the formal regulatory
process and without rhe extensive
process required by rhe Adminiscrative

Process Act. ALL STATES either give
rheir own exams (independents) or
have input in the exam process as a
member of a regional exam. Virginia
IS DOING NEITHER!!! The Virginia
Board has chosen a go ir alone
approach that isolates it from the
examining community. The Board
took this action even rhough one of
the exams uses a grading system char
could allow a candidate ro pass the
exam while leaving caries in the preparation or even pulping a tooth. This
sysrem of grading is dramatically different from whar has always been the
standard in the past and many consider it an unacceptable lowering of the
standard of initial competence that has
always been maintained in the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
On the national level, efforts to establish a national examination are well
under way. Virginia has always had
leaders involved in the examination
process at all levels until now. During
this rime of dramatic change, the
Virginia Board of Dentistry has positioned itself as a loner in the licensure
process. There will be no more leaders
such as Sonny Leftcoe, Walter Dickey,
Cyril Mirmelsrein and many others
representing Virginia in the examination process on the National level.
With the development of a national
clinical board under way, Virginia has
LITTLE OR NO SAY whatsoever in
exam content or any other parameter
of rhe exam outside of its' participation in a regional organization. After
many years of leadership in the licensure arena , the state has stepped away
from one of its' most important duties
and has taken a back sear in rhe
process. As rhe national examination
process progresses the VOA
Leadership both the ADA Delegates
and the Board of Directors will be
called upon to express our members
wishes in chis arena. Since there is
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only one Virginian, Dr. John Harris
involved in this process at this time, I
will be appointing a special cask force
to develop a recommendation as co
what role we want the examination
process co have in initial licensure,
and what standard we expect the
Virginia Board of Dentistry to
uphold and recommendations as to
how we should proceed to accomplish
chis as well as to advise our leadership
of the issues involved in the evolving
licensure process.
Access co care is a global issue that
requires our constant attention.
Through our Donated Dental
Services, MOM, Give Kids a Smile,
Take Five programs and all the efforts
each individual practice provides we
are making a tremendous effort to
meet some of the needs of our underserved populations . This year, I challenge each VDA member to rake on
one new activity to give back co those
less fortunate ones among us by volunteering for one of our outstanding
philanthropic efforts. Lee's follow the
lead of Drs. Sharone Ward and Sam
Galtsan who head up the Give Kids a
Smile Program. They could really use
your help as can our MOM and
Donated Dental Services Programs.
You can also be a big help by contributing directly to the Virginia
Dental Health Foundation. Every dollar you give goes a long way to provide
direct care to those most in need. This
coming year, I will continue co
encourage our membership co seep up
to the plate and become Medicaid
Providers. We have achieved the
impossible by getting a 30% increase
in Medicaid reimbursements from the
State along with a totally new system
of reimbursement. The VDA should
continue co provide honest solutions
to the access problem and build
coalitions with ocher groups and
organizations who are serious about
IO
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addressing the problem .

do all that we can co provide rhe
greatest value to our members for
their membership dollar.

Our efforts to develop relationships
with the MCV/VCU dental students
will pay dividends in the future, but
To Close Out Another
we must not get locked into always
POP QUIZ
doing things the same way. We should Who wrote the following?
continue our efforts co involve the students in our membership efforcs and
Two roadsdiverged in a yellow wood
value their opinions on what is impor- And sorryI could not travel both
tant co their future. New members
And be one traveler,long I stood
need co be engaged immediately and
And lookeddown one asfar as I could
components should make every effort
To where it bent in the undergrowth
to get new members involved as soon
as possible. With each graduating
Then took the other asjust asfair
class, our profession becomes more
And havingperhaps the better claim
diverse and we need to be prepared co
Becauseit wasgrassyand wanted wear
meet the needs of our changing proThough asfor that, the passingthere
fession. Virginia is leading the way
Had worn them reallyabout the same
with an innovative program we offer
in the spring to new and potential
And both that morning equally Lay
future leaders of our profession. Dr.
In leavesno step had trodden black
Terry Dickinson has developed the
Oh, I kept thefirst for another day!
Leadership Tomorrow program which
Yet, knowing how way Leadsonto way
is unique in dentistry. Terry has devel- I doubted if I should ever come back
oped a retreat like program that helps
to plant the seeds of involvement and
I shall be telling this with a sigh
future development of leaders for our
Somewhereagesand ageshence
A~sociation. This program is in the
Two roadsdivergedin a wood
spring and if you are interested in
And I took the one lesstraveledby
attending or know a colleague - both
And that has made all the difference
young and not so young - who you
think would be interested in getting
The Road Less Traveled
involved, please let us know and we
by Robert Frost
will make sure that they arc invited
next spnng.
I'm proud to be a demist practicing
Financially, we have been blessed by
in Virginia and I am honored to serve
the Virginia Dental Services
as President of our Association.
Corporation who through advertising
Working together in a spirit of
and CE sponsorship has helped defray collaboration, I am confident that we
some of our increased coses. While we
can meet the challenges before us in
are on sound financial ground today,
a way that will improve our profession
we must do everything we can to keep while protecting our core value of
our costs under control. A simple way
improving the oral health of our
chat each member can help is to utilize patients. I challenge each of you to
the services chat are endorsed by the
step up and take a bigger part in the
VDSC. Remember chat new members
life of your profession, WE NEED
often have difficulty paying even the
YOU! Let's all make a difference.
reduced fee schedule and we should
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What's So Special About Partials From
Virginia Dental Laboratories?

Integrity. Virgin ia Dental Laboratory uses
• Vitallium® Alloy-the only partial denture
alloy that is processed under the same quality control
conditions as orthopedic implant alloy-with over 50
years of patient success.

1

Accuracy. Our entire procedure for construct-

Experience. The exceptional skills, quality
• craftsma nship, and proven techn iques of
Virginia Dental Laborator ies come only as the result
of years of experience, painstaking effort and a deep
commitment to integrity.

4

Commitm ent. Virginia Dental Laboratories is

to provid ing you and your patients
5 • thededicated
2• ing Vitallium Partial Dentures is quality-con- with
highest quality partial dentures available. We
trolled to achieve the utmost accuracy. This accuracy
means faster delivery of the restoration; reduced
chairtime and greater patient satisfac tion.

Quality. Our partial denture restorations begin
• with quality raw materials such as Vitallium®
Alloy. Vitallium Alloy® is totally biocompatible. It is
nickel- and beryllium-free . Its surface won't tarnish,
dull or corrode in the oral cavity or in the body.

3

believe that the combination of our quality raw materials, such as Vitallium Alloy; our skilled technicians;
our unequaled exper ience and our steadfast dedication
specially qualify us to satisfy the needs of you and
your patients .
For special treatment on your next partial denture
case, please contact Virginia Dental Laboratories!

--=- •

------------------------------------------4
We are happy to survey, design and estimate from your diagnostic casts at no obligation to
you! Contact us today!

Since
1932

irginia Dental
Laboratories, Inc.
130 W. York Street
Norfolk, Virginia 23510
1-800-870-4614

© 1992 Austenal . Inc. Al l Ri ghts Reserved. Vitallium

trademark licensed ro Austenal, Inc. by Pfizer ln c.

A Letter From the Membership Vice
Chairman for the VDA

VDA Members,
As one of the 3,216 members of the Virginia Dental Association, have you ever thought about how well
the Virginia Dental Association addresses the issues important to you in order to serve the entire membership? Isn't it nice to know that the issues near and dear to your heart are shared by the majority of
dentists in the state of Virginia and you are heard by the VDA?
You, as members, are the lifeblood of our organization and your continued support insures chat the VDA
accomplishes its goals. Without your support, we simply would not exist. The VDA currently represents
72.5 % of all Virginia licensed dentists. Imagine what the response would be in the legislature if our
numbers were even higher. It is important chat we, as members of organized dentistry, continue to
encourage non-members to join our association. In order for the Virginia Deneal Association to be successful in its legislative efforts, it is vital for each of us to play an active role in organized dentistry. In
the past, VDA members have worked with the legislators in the General Assembly to secure legislative
changes that ensure your ability to provide appropriate care to your patients. It is always important to
remember that your ability to practice and serve the public the way you think best is safeguarded by your
involvement in organized dentistry.
One very effective way to promote the VDA is simply to ask what some of the concerns a non-member
may have with his/her practice and then point out how the VDA could help or is already helping in that
area. Express the wealth of knowledge the ADA/VDA has concerning staff related issues. I am sure my
office is not the only dental practice that has an interest in chis area. Promote the VDA website and its
easy access to the ADA website- there is a wealth of knowledge available right at our fingertips.
The ADA seal program and patient education programs are a public service from which we all benefit,
but would not be possible without our support. Our practices all benefit from the research and care put
into the over the counter dental products as well as products we use in our daily practices.
These are but a few of the benefits we as members of the VOA/ADA receive; there is also continuing
education, legislation, marketing/public relations, peer review, membership recruitment and retention as
well as communication to the members. We offer members a way co 'give back' and make a difference in
his/her community through our Mission of Mercy Projects and Give Kids a Smile. From a business
standpoint, (I think) it is one of the best returns on your dollars you can make.
Please, promote our association and make it stronger-every member counts!
By Kevin Swenson
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AFTCOis pleasedto announce
...
Transition Consultants

Jeffrey B. Wetter, D.D.S.

Over 150 practice transition programs
customized to meet your needs.
Our programs will help you to:

has acquired the practice of
• Continue to practice after sale

Lawrence E. Hund, D.D.S.
Charlottesville,
Virginia

• Maintain current income levels
• Maximize pension contribution
without funding for staff
• Stop worrying about staff issues

Jeffrey B. Wetter, D.D.S.

• Stop worrying about equipment
repair
• No more payroll deadlines

has acquired the practice of

Clifton L. Harris, D.D.S.
Charlottesville,
Virginia

FREE Practice Appraisal
$2500 value
call for details

Francesca M. Burton, D.D.S.

100 Arbor Oak Drive
Suite 303

has acquired the practice of

Ashland, VA 23005

Jeffrey D. Weaver, D.D.S.
(804) 752-2761

Alexandria,Virginia

(800) 232-3826
www.aftconet.com

We are pleased to have represented
all parties in these transactions.
Jeff A. Thornberg

Gary R. Arbuckle, DDS

Gary T. Hollender

Brandon S. Hollender

Kenneth E. Copeland, DDS

DR

GETS A BIG BOOST
FROM THE
BUCKINGHAM COUNTY
PUBLIC SCHOOLS!

Effective October 1, 2005, the Buckingham County School Board has decided to cover employees under
a Direct Reimbursement/Direct Assignment dental plan. There are over 250 employees chat will be covered by the plan, and many dependents will also receive coverage. The Direct Assignment program has
no fee schedule and no network of providers. It is simply a variation of Direct Reimbursement wherein
patients receive care at any provider, and the provider is promptly reimbursed for their services by the
plan's administrator, Benefits Administration, Inc. (BAI). Buckingham County School Board employees
will have a Plan benefit card that wilJ outline the specifics of their reimbursement schedule. As a
provider, your office will simply need to submit for reimbursement from BAI, and your payment will be
processed promptly. There are no pre-approvals, no x-rays, no rime limitation between exams and cleanings, etc., needed and no long delays for payment as is typical with many insurance carriers.
This is an exciting addition for Virginia's DR program and we hope that all members of the VOA will
help to support chis important effort by welcoming any DR/DA patients to your practice and by educating your office staff about this great, fee-for-service dentistry program strongly supported by the ADA
and the VOA. The VOA needs your help to make this a successful program within the Commonwealth.
As employees from Buckingham County Public Schools start to call dental offices and present their new
dental benefit cards, please ensure chat your staff is aware of this program and chat it is fee-for-service
dentistry. Your office does not need to sign up for any "plan" and will not be given a fee schedule for
Direct Assignment. To keep fee-for-service patients coming to your practice, don't turn away the employees of the Buckingham County Public Schools!

If you have any questions about Direct Reimbursement/Direct Assignment Plans, or would like more
information, please visit the ADA at www.ada.org, visit the VOA at www.vadental.org or contact Elise at
the VOA (800-552-3886).
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Welcome New Members
Richmond Dental Society

Tidewater

Dr. Russell Bogacki graduated from VCU School
of Dentistry in 1997. He is currencly practicing in a
faculty practice at the dental school.

Dr. Michael Heffelfinger graduated from VCU School of
Dentistry in 2005. Dr. Heffelfinger is currencly practicing dentistry in Virginia Beach with Konikoff Demiscry.

Dr. Scott Thews graduated from VCU School of
Dentistry in 2005. He is currently practicing dentistry
in Midlothian, VA.

Dr. Michael Ireland graduated from Temp le University
Deneal School. He then completed his residency at St. Francis
Medical Center where he received his certificate
in Oral/Maxillofacial Surgery. Dr. Ireland is currently working
with Drs. Rawls, Ford, and Guter Ltd in
Virginia Beach, VA.

Dr. David Schleider graduated from the University of Penn in
2002 and received his MS and Certificate in Proschodontics
from YCU School ofDentisuy in 2005. Dr. Schleider will be
practicing in Richmond, VA.
Dr. Stephen Booth graduated from VCU School of Dentistry
in 2005. Dr. Booth is currendy practicing
dentistry in Midlothian, VA, with Dr. Robert Penterson.

Dental Association

Dr. Sheila Gillespie graduated from VCU School of Dentistry
in 2004. She is currendy practicing dentistry
in Virginia Beach with Konikoff Family Dentistry.

Piedmont Dental Society
Shenandoah Valley Dental Association
Dr. Daniel Lill graduated from VCU School of Dentistry in
2002and then continued in school and received his MS and
Certificate of Orthodontistry. Dr. Lill is currently practicing
with John Goodloe and Damon DeArment in Winchester, VA.

Dr. Gregory Harvey graduated from MUSC in 2003 and had
been a member of the South Carolina Dental Association. Dr.

Harvey is now practicing dentistry in Salem, VA.

Southwest Virginia Dental Society
Dr. Christabel Sweeney graduated from VCU School
of Dentistry in 2004 and then completed her AEGD in
2005. Dr. Sweeney is currently practicing dentistry in
Stephen City, VA.

Dr. Alistar Kok graduated from The Ohio State
University in 2003. Dr. Kok is currently practicing
dentistry in Blacksburg, VA.

Dr. Brian Shinabery graduated from University of Tennessee
School of Dentistry in 2005. Dr. Shinabery is currently

Peninsula Dental Society

practicing dentistry with the Winchester Dental Group, in
Winchester, VA.
Dr. Jennifer Dixon graduated from VCU School of Dentistry
in 2003. She then completed her M.S. and Certificate in
Pediatric Dentistry in 2005. Dr. Dixon is currendy practicing
dentistry with Childrens Dentistry of Charlottesville.
Dr. Julie Tran graduated from VCU School of Dentistry in
2005. Dr. Tran is currendy practicing dentistry in
Charlottesville and Northern Virginia.

Dr. Ceceil Gallop graduated from Meharey Medical College
- School of Dentistry in 1980. Dr. Gallop is
currently practicing dentistry in Hampton, VA with
Dr. Robinson.

Virginia Dental Association
Deceased Members List
Date
Berryville 10 Aug 05
City

Dr. Jason Abel graduated from VCU School of Dentistry in
2005. Dr. Abel is currently practicing dentistry in
Charlottesville, VA, with Dr. John S. Lyon.
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Dr.Joseph0. Cain

O

oonatedComplete

the puzzle

Dental
Services
Virginia Dental Health Foundation

What we know ...
...you already provide a lot of free denta l care .
...you rarely receive recognition for your efforts .
...your time is precious .
...you care .
...dental access is a tough issue with no easy answer.
... you like to work with familiar equipment.
...you would like to "pick and choose" your pro bono cases .
...sometimes are just "not good times" to volunteer .
...you like to do dentistry not paperwork .
...people with serious problems often need to see specialists .
...that the rewards are great.
...you can make a difference .
...transportation and no-shows are deterrents when working with this population.

What we offer ...
-You choose who and how many patients you will see.
-You provide treatment in your own office using your own equipment.
-Contact the DDS referral coordinator for lab work, specialists, and any patient concerns.
-Keep our application in your office and offer it to those who request free dental work.
-A way to really make a difference in your community.
-By screening all of our applicants you can be sure you are helping someone who is truly needy.

We Know How to Make Volunteering

Easy!

Register

Today!

r - Oo-;t~ne"n~
Ser~e-;-V~u~e-;-R~i~ation
•1
IHow many DDS patients would you consider accepting in the next year? __
What type(s) of patients would you consider treating?
I
Elderly
Medically-Compromised
Other __ ___
__ _
I Disabled
IIIsWhatyourisoffice
wheelchair accessible?
Yes
No
II
your specialty? _ ____
__ ___
NIA (I'm a General Dentist)
Name: ___________________

I

ITelephone Number: (
)
--------------------------1
City, State ZIP: ________
____
__ ___
____
___
__ _
IAddress:
l~= e~ - ) - - - - ~a.:__ - - - - _I
Fax Registration form to (804)261 -1660
Or Mail it to Donate Dental Services
7525 Staples Mill Road, Richmond, VA 23228
Attn: Shannon Jacobs

----------------------------

---------------------------Place
Stamp

Here

Virginia Dental Association
7525 Staples Mill Road
Richmond, VA 23228

Staple Here

MISSION OF MERCY
A young man reached into his pocket,
removed his waller
and revealed who he was.
He came seeking a cure
for the pain in his mouth.
He had no money.
He brought out cwo pictures
of his young children.
This is my life he said.
I am a lot like you he said.
"Thank you," were the words
he spoke.
A forty year old,
his life's struggles
so evident on his face,
said he was lucky
to be alive.
He suffered through
and survived
many injuries and illnesses.
He arrived the night before
and waited
to have his teeth cleaned.
"An angel has sprinkled you
with dust from heaven,"
he blessed the hygienist
as he left.
She had made a difference
in his life.
A dental student reviewed
post-op instructions
with a woman.
"Can you read these?"
"No. I know how to read,
but I cannot see"
the woman answered.
"Lee me help,"
replied the student.
He escorted her
to the eye care area.
There, she was warmly received
by other volunteers
who restored her vision
with new eyeglasses.

Wise,Virginia
"How did I gee so lucky to have my
heart awakened co others and
their suffering?"
Perna Chodron
What is it chat pulls so many volunteers away from the comfort of their usual
surroundings each Summer co provide dental care in the hoc sun and open air
environment of the fairgrounds in Wise, Virginia? What strengthens these
people to deliver the best they can offer on limited rest and in physically
demanding conditions?
Perhaps it is a calling from deep within to make a difference in someone's life.
Perhaps it is a need to give back; our profession is so good to us.
Perhaps it is the desire co practice our healing art in a truly unique environment, unencumbered by che weight of the usual dental business.
Or could it be chat we are in search of community, the need to be a part of
something bigger than any one of us.
Maybe we sense a need for justice or a desire to ease other's suffering.
Perhaps it is spiritual.
Perhaps it cannot be explained.
This much we know:
For some years now, hundreds of voluntee rs gather in Wise each July co provide a wide range of preventive, restorative and surgical dental care to a community of wonderfully grateful people in tremendous need. They gather in a
spirit of giving of themselves unconditionally in any way needed. The combined financial impact of direct services provided in this area of our
Commonwealth totals in the millions of dollars. A different measuring stick
is needed co capture the value of the difference made in the lives of those
served and chose providing service.
Never underestimate the resourcefulness and power of people united in a
good and noble cause.
The Virginia Dental Association brings these volunteers together.
I am proud to be a member.

Al Stenger
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Shenandoah Valley Dental

AssociationLetter
The SVDAhas been contacted regardingthe need for Spanish-speaking dentists in our component,especiallythe Harrisonburgarea.
Accordingto one source,there are severalthousandresidentsin need
ofthis service.If you can be of assistanceto these patients for whom
Englishis a second language,please contact the executivesecretary.
Belowis a letter sent to SVDAfrom an individualin need.

My name is Angie and Tm a 20 yr old struggling musician, studying
business in school currently. I have always had a fear of dentists .... J've
had maybe one visit in the last IO years... and that one visit was enough
to scare me to death. My teeth started to rot and decay when I was very
young. I was not raised in an environment that forced me to go to a
dentist as a child. Needless to say I haven't been able to smile since I
was about 10 yrs old. I only wish you knew how unconfident,
depressed, unmotivated and just plain miserable I am on a day to day
basis. I've read tons of forums online for people who have "phobias"
about going to the dentist. They are however inspiring ... but at the same
time my fear at this stage is not the only thing keeping me from a
healthy smile. I have no one in my life .. no family.. no realfriends ... to
encourage me or help me with this ordeal...! am a single young adult
that barely makes a living. My last check up (6 years ago) informed me
that my dental fees would be nearly $20,000. I can not afford insurance.. .I cant qualify for medical/dental aid. .. due to my age and having
no children. I have looked into this for over the last 3-4 years, hoping
and praying I could find some kind of help to gain my smile back. I
really don't know what it feels like to smile anymore ... and haven't for
many years. The worst thing I face now is my teeth taking over my
life, I have developed social anxiety, I will not let myself have any
friends due to "thejudgment" they may bring. I've always been
told I have a natural talent in music and have had offers to make my
dreams come true ... but I could never make it in music with out
teeth...and this has left me with no confidence to pursue my dreams. I
just don 't know how to deal with this situation ... with out a confidant.
And on top of that ... its made me physically sick and can not eat properly and I have lost a lot of weight not being able to eat the things I
need to. I can not chew anything. I've never in my life written a letter
to someone regarding help with my dental problems .. .I BEG you to
please help me ... with either suggestions or ideas that may be helpful
regarding my financial issues.
18
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Oi mpo nenr l (T idew.uer)
(Executive Secretary)
O, mpo nenr 11(Peninsula)
(Executive Secretary)
O, mponent 111(Souths ide)
(Prtsi d ent)
Co mpone n t l V (Richmond)
(Executive Secrerary)
Com ponen t V (Piedmont)
(Executive Secretary)
Component VJ (South west)
(Executive Secretary)
O,mpo nent VII (Shenandoa h)
(Executive Secretary)
Oi m ponem Vlll (Northern VA)
(Executive Director)

Virginia Donne
(757) 491-4626
Kathy Harris
(757) 565-6564
Dr. C. Sharonc Ward
(804) 796-19 15
Linda Simon
(804) 323- 519 1
Ann Huffman
(276) 732-3789
Sonya Ferris
(276) 628-4934
Kath y Silwoski
(540) 885-4344
SusannW. Hami1ron
(703) 642 -5297

VAGD Programs - please contact Frances Kimb rough
(Executive Secretary) at 804-320 -8803.

VCUSchool of

Dentistr y - p lease co nract Martha
Cle mencs at 804-828-0869.

www.dcntistry.vcu.edu/cc/courses.shrm l

VCUSchool of Medi cine {Anatom)' Dept)

• p lease contact

Dr. Hugo Seibel at 804-828 -9791.

Y.6£..pleasecon tact Dr. Ti mot hy J.Golian

at

703-273-8798

Y.SQM.5.-p lease co ntact Mo rgan Bailey at 804-261- 1610.

CONTINUWG EDUCATION RECOOHITION PROGRAM

TheVDAis recognizedas a certifiedsponsorof continuing
dentaleducationby both the ADACERPand the Academy
of GeneralDentistry.

Comf>onentNews
arewilling
to lead,or callAnnHuffman
formoreinformation.
Component VI 11
Thirdly,
the fallmeetingis comingup withtwoexceptional
Northern Virginia
speakers.
WehaveDr.JohnDurango
andDr.Corky
Wilhite
speaking
on"Communication
andTransitional
Bonding".
This
meetingwillbe Friday,
October7, 2005at HotelRoanoke.
Registration
startsat 8:00am.Thesespeakers
havegreat
messages
and it is a greatopportun
ity to havea goodCE
experience
withoutgoingout of state.
Lastbut not least,the 2006VOA
meeting
willbe in
Ugh!Whenis the heatgoingto let up1I can'tremember
a
NoNewsto report.Please
Roanoke
nextSeptember.
Thisis anotherreasonI hopeyou summerlikethis,inVirginia,
for manyyears.fortunately,
Contact
yourComponent
Secretary.
autumnis justaroundthe cornerand the coolerdaysmean
willvisitour hospitality
suite.Weneedlotsof peopleto
8 is gearingup for theVOA
annualmeethelpwiththe organization
of the meeting.
escortdignitaries that Component
ing.Werelookingforward
to makinga presence
in
andspeakers
and helpin so manyways.
Wewillhavelists
Componcnc II
of thingsto do in our suite.Youdo not haveto be a
Richmond
andworking
withour colleagues
to achievecomPeninsula
mongoalsfordentistryinVirginia.
memberof our component
to help,wewelcome
anyoneto
help,especially
thosethat havedonethesejobsbefore.If
Bestwishesgo out to our President,
Melanie
loveandher
whohaverecendyadopteda babyboyfromKorea.
youcanhelpor evengiveadvice,
callDavidBlackthe Host husband,
Committee
Chairman
or AnnHuffman
our Executive
Director. I thinkDr.love justgot busier!
Seeyouin Richmond!
In August32 newmembers
attendedthe newmemberorientation.
SinceJanuarythe NVDS
has takenin 71 new
NoNewsto report.Please
members
. TheSociety
is in the processof updatingits web
Contact
yourComponent
Secretary.
Component VI
site andis working
on gettingour newMembership
Southwest
Directory
to our members
by October.
OnOctober
28tha "lasertech"hands-on,
fund-raiser,
to
Component Ill
benefitthe Northern
Virginia
DentalClinic,
willbe heldat
Souchside
theWaterford
at FairOaks.Thecostis $75.00and is a
greatwayto earn4 DEU'1,
not to mentionbenefita great
cause.TheNorthern
Virginia
Community
College
hasagreed
NoNews
to report.Please
to hostthe Northern
Virginia
H.O.H.
Projectfor the next
Contact
yourComponent
Secretary.
fiveyears.Thecollegehasbeeninstrumental
in pastH.O
.H.
projectssupplying
hygiene
studentsandstaff,a beautiful
NoNewsto report.Please
state-of-the-art
clinicand mostof all supportfor this
Contact
yourComponent
Secretary.
worthwhile
event.
Component VII
~
TheNVDS
losta trustedmember,
Or.Stanley
Patch,who
Shenandoah Valley ~
diedsuddenly
on June2. Dr.Patchpracticed
in Prince
Component IV
William
Countyfor 20 yearsafterservingin the militaryas
Richmond
a helicopter
pilotand dentist.Herecendysoldhis practice
andwase1tabli1hing
a clinicfor the underserved
in the
CapeCharles
area.Ourdeepestsympathies
go out to the
Ron Downey,Editor
familyof Dr.Patch.
In Juneour annualcharitygolfoutingwasheldat the
Asincoming
President,
I wantto maintainthe momentum beautifu
l Stonewall
GolfClub.Thereweremanywinnersand
NoNewsto report.Please
createdby Dr.TedSherwin,
in reaching
out to all dentim
all hadfun.Theeventraised$6,300.00
for the Northern
Contact
yourComponent
Secretary.
in the Shenandoah
Valley
and Charlottesville
areaswhoare
Virginia
DentalClinic.
In othernoteworthy
news,sinceits
not members
of ourComponent.
Weneedto get the word
unveiling
at theADA
Annual
sessionin Orlando
lastOctober,
out to themof the manybenefitsof belonging
to the SVDA, Sullivan-Schien'1
Tomorrow's
DentalOffice
Today,
mobiledenComponcntY
VOA,
andADA.
I alsowantthemto be awareof the fine
tal officemadea hit at the NOVA
H.O.H.
Ill projectin
Piedmont
continuing
education
programs
that weoffer.
April.
VOA
President
BruceHutch
isonwasthe firstto treata
Asan incentive
to increase
our membership,
the executive patientin thiswellequipped,
state-of-the-art,
two-chair
committee
developed
a programto offertwofreeCEprooffice.
Dr.Hutchison
hasrecovered
fromthii"taxing"
experigramsto anylicenseddentistsnewto the Component
7
enceand has no plansof takinghis practiceon the road!
If a
geographical
areaduringtheirfirstyearof practice.
Finally,
let'snot forgetaboutour colleagues
and the people
meetingis co-sponsored
by anotherorganization,
thenonly
of the GulfCoastthat haveiufferedfromthe furyof hurrione-half
of the feewillbewaived.
Oncetheyseefirst-hand caneKatrina.
At the timeof thiswritingit's unimaginable
David Black, Editor
weare certain theywill
the manybenefitsof membership,
whathorrorslayaheadfor the residents
and fellowdentists
wantto jointhe SVDA.
that live and practicein that area.Pleasebe generoui.
WithFallfastapproaching
the Piedmont
Society
is very
that
busy.First,wehavethe statemeetingcomingup September Thereare manyissuesfacingthe Boardof Dentistry
to affectall practicing
dentim.It is our
14-18in Richmond.
Oursocietywillhavea hospitality
suite havethe potential
responsibility
as leadersof the SVDA
to get that information
andwillhavelunchforour component
members
on both
to our membership
and listento the feedback
andworkat
Fridayand Saturday
from11:30-1
:00.Oursuitenumberis
the stateleve
l to ensurethat our voicesare heard.
1709.I hopethat all members
willcometo the suiteto
discusscommittee
appointment
needsandanyotherissues Harkyourcalendarsfora great CEprogramon March31.
2006,featuring
a dynamic
presentation
on teambuilding
by
that are common
to our component.
OnFridayevening
.
7:30-9:00
wewillhosta "TasteofVirginia"
reception
forour Dr.PaulSletten
Sincere
ly.
own,Dr.HarkCrabtree,
incoming
VOA
president.
Everyone
is
welcome
to attendthisreception,
as wellas visitingus for
Dr.RonDowney
lunchon eitherday.
we needmembers
to stepforwardintoleadership
Secondly,
positions.
Thereare vacancies
on severalstatecommittees
as
wellas twopositions
on our executive
board.Themembers
All components news are submitted on a volunteer basis by your
fromMartinsville
and Danville
havebeencarryingthe society
Secretary. To learn more about upcoming events in your component,
for severalyears.andwe needpeoplefromRoanoke
and
Lynchburg
to stepintothe executive
boardwiththe current
please contact your component Secretary.
leadersrotatingoff.Discuss
thiswithus at the statemeetingto see if youcan helpor giveus namesof peoplewho
Component I
Tidewater

/'
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spin Doctor

le~ to right EricCote,LanceArmstrong,Lanny
Levenson,GregZoghby,behind Steve Swanson,AIStenger

After a day of scraping plaque and plugging cavities,
Midlothian general dentist Lanny Levenson needs a tension
release. And as the workday ends for Mike Campbell, a
Keysville dentist, he couldn't agree more.
In fact, 21 medical professionals, most scattered around the
Richmond area, rake advantage of the opportunity to - literally - change gears. They know they need a brake ... well,
two of chem, and they rake to the road on their trusty and
well-groomed bicycles.
"Ir's a great stress reliever," Campbell, 51, said. "Ir keeps
you in shape."
The group riders, 12 of whom are involved in dentistry,
dub themselves the Spin Doctors, and their customized
temporary tattoos and brightly colored jerseys - emblazoned with slogans such as "Bike Me," "Slower Than We
Look," "Chronologically Challenged" and "An
Autonomous Collective" - broadcast their ever-increasing
presence in the Richmond community.
"It's kind of funny chat a small group is so well known,"
said Jennifer Johnson, owner of 3Sporcs, a Richmond shop
where the group makes biking purchases. "They take their
scuff pretty seriously."
Roughly one Spin Doctor a week frequents the store
because, as member Ken Wilkinson will explain, "The fun
part is updating the equipment."
In July of last year, the group members toted all that equip20
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ment across the Atlantic toward peddling paradise, and
they biked alongside certain stages of the Tour de France,
where Lance Armstrong claimed his sixth victory. They
brought protein supplements and indefatigable spirit as
they sweated their way up 6,000-foot climbs along the Alps
and Provence.
"Ir was truly a once-in-a-lifetime trip ," said Greg
Zoghby, a Richmond oral surgeon and the group's founder.
"Great biking, great accommodations, and great
company - it doesn't gee any better than that. And there
was great food."

(The food should not be underestimated - dinner plans
were the only highlighted items on the group's printed
itinerary.)
Although, according to Zoghby, "there was no proximity to
Lance," the Spin Doctors were able to ride 40 miles with
Armsrrong in the fall of 1998 at urologist Eric Cote's suggestion during an American Urology Association meeting,
and they cook a photo with him afterward.
"He was very, very quiet," Zoghby, 45, recalled. "Reserved,
but very nice. There were no airs; there was no ego."
Most of the Spin Doctors' rides benefit charities, and the
bikers participate in the Virginia Dare multiple sclerosis
ride, the American Diabetes Ride and American Heart
Association ride. They also have participated for nine years
in Maryland's 100-mile annual Sea Gull Century ride,
where profits go to Habitat for Humanity. The Ride for the
Roses, which will be held in Austin, Texas, this year, is

said Jeff Kushinka , 30, chief resident at the Medical
College of Virginia. "Ir's nice to be with a group of people
who understand fully what I'm going through. I never really have co justify my schedule because these people have
been through it."

another staple event and benefits the Lance Armstrong
foundation.
Plus, Zoghby, Levenson and dentists Greg Cole and Al
Stenger - who have a Richmond practice together - travel
to Wise, Va., every summer to participate in the Virginia
Deneal Health Foundation's three day Mission of Mercy.
"We do over $700,000 worth of dentistry," Levenson, 54,
said. "We also bring our bikes, and when we finish working, we go for rides."

As he continues his residency, Kushinka sees some advantages to being the pauper of the group.
"I eat damn well," Kushinka said, laughing. "The night
before and after a ride, we eat at very nice rescaurancsrestaurants I wouldn't be able to afford if I was paying the
bill. They have said, 'Look, we wane ro go to these places,
we have the money to do ic. .. you're not obligated to pay
for che meal."'

The Spin Doctors began riding together in 1988 when
Zoghby started biking with a friend from the residency,
Steve Swanson. Their enthusiasm was contagious, and soon
a slew of ocher physicians, along with some friends outside
the medical realm, came along for the ride. Now the group
boasts 34 members , who range in age from 16 (that's
Zoghby's son, Mike) to 56.

Ah, the allure of the food. The Spin Doctors freely will
admit it - there's no dissembling their appetites, both for
the wind-whipped glory of the open roads and for the cappuccinos, the wine and che hearty meals chat follow. In the
past, they concede, there have been sacrifices to cover the
cost of classy cuisine.

"Cycling is a good sport for all ages," Cole, 30, said. ''As
one of the younger ones, you get more crash calk and
scuff."
Though times, distances, and quantity of trash ralk varies,
most bikers in che group say they ride 40 to 50 miles on a
breezy and much-needed day off work. And their dedication is unwavering. In face, to shave off seconds, some of
the riders have shaved their legs.

"We stay in one-star hotels and eat at five-star restaurants,"
Zoghby said. "We've even stayed in some hotels with bullet-holes in the bathroom doors. You actually didn't get
under the covers."

The group has braved biting weather with a grin (albeit
characterized by chatter ing teeth), and during a 2003 New
Year's Day ride in Richmond, members watched the steady,
piercing downpour morph from rain to hail to snow. But
chat didn't quell the joking, singing and the display of - as
these docs-on-wheels term it - their "chronic lyricosis."
"There's something out there in the snow and slush and
sleet - something magical," Zoghby said.
Their successes have been tempered by some spills too. In
hot pursuit of biking glory, Zoghby sustained a broken
arm, Stenger and Cote have broken collarbones and ochers
suffered concussions, dislocated shoulders and broken ribs.
And - oops - one rider accidentally biked over his girlfriend, damaging her shoulder. But through it all, the bikers have maintained solidarity and cite their camaraderie as
their primary reason for riding.

But oftentimes shelling out big bucks at swanky restaurants
proves unnecessary. This group of physically fir practitioners shares another talent: the members are ded icated and
darn-good chefs. They 'll go gourmet at each ocher's houses
and tout Levenson and family practi tioner Matt Marchal as
especially gifted cooks.
"We'U travel for food," Marchal, 35, said grinning.
And next summer, they plan co do just that, embarking
on the ultimate gastronomic adventure as they tour
Italy. (They'll bring their bikes too.) As of now, there's
no sec agenda.
"It's actually very nice to go to some of these places and
just enjoy the place," Zoghby said . "We've learned sometimes it's good just to take our bikes and go."
Sara Scavongelli

"Unless I'm working during the day and up for 30 hours in
a row, I do whatever I can to make Spin Doctors' rides,"
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Pauline Grabowski's.diverse experiencein dentistry includes work as a certified dental auxiliary. a
practiceadministrator. and a systemsana!_yst.
Paulinehasaccumulated a wealthof knowledgeover the
past 23years and hassharedit with hundredsof dental practices. As a professional consultant.Paulin
providespersonalized dental solutions to meet the specific needsof everydental practice.
In addition to her speakingengagements.Paulineprovideson-site ana!_ysis
and consulting.She specializes
newoffice designand setup. marketing. schedulingfor productivity, treatmentplanning, caseacceptance,
and team building.
Paulineis a memberof the Academyof Dental ManagementConsultants.Speaking/Consulting Network and a
sponsor for the AGO Fellowship/Mastersh
ip credit. which allows for CEU's.

In-Office Consulting
0

Practice Management Consulting - A blueprint for successwill be designedfor the overall fitnessof the practice.Pauline will offer
solid guidancewith systemtools lo help move the practicelo the highest level. CommunicationSkills, TeamBuilding/Developmentboth
personal!_y
and professional!}',and all managemen
t systemsare established for eachpracticeindividual!_y.

0

New Practice Designs

0

New Dental Practice Startup's - Providing a checklistfor the new dentiststo open the doors to a warmand caringenvironment.
Pauline works close!_y
with the practitioner to designeveryaspectof a newoffice opening.

0

Associateships/Partnerships - Liaisonfor the practitionerto work side byside with anotherpractitionerwith both partiesbest interest
al hand.

0

Practice Monitoring
"Preventionis Key"All businessesreQuirechecksin balances.Pauline providesthat follow-up to practitioners
month!_y.
bimonth!}',and Quarter!_y.
This preventsmisappropriations.

0

SystemsAna~sis Assessmentof all inner-officesystems. i.e.. Production.Collection. SchedulingProductivity.Patient
Tracking/Retention.
Insurance.AccountsReceivableand Continuing Care.

Assistancewith the layoutof the dentalpracticefor the best patient flow to utilize spacemoreefficient!_y.

SeminarTopics
Target Your ldentio//Markcting Plan
New Office Design
Dental Office Design for Effective Patient Flow
Accounts Receivable Management
Empowering The Dental Team for Exceptional Results
The Practice Ana~sis from Practice Management to Technology
Be Your Own Consultant to Your Practice by Managing the Proper Reports
The Exceptional Hygiene Department
Sponsoring.The QBQ,AchievingExcellencebyPracticingPersonalAccountabili~yin Business& in life
"Eliminate Blame, Complaining and Procrastination"

Call PaulineToday!

1-888-507-875
7
P.O. Box 15528 • Chesapeake. VA 23328-5528
Office 1-7S7-497-2040 Fax 1-757 497-0409
Email pg@paulinegrabowski.com

Cell l-7S7-S60-0667

PAULINE

GRABOWSKI
& ASSOCIATES

HEAL TH CARE
SOLUTIONS

House of Delegate Actions
VIRGINIA DENTAL ASSOCIATION
34TH HOUSE OF DELEGATES
ACTIONS IN BRIEF
SEPTEMBER 18, 2005

Upon submission to the House of Delegates by
VDA Reference Committees, the following actions
were taken:

l.

Adopted the following revisions to the VDA
Constitution:
A. Article I, Section 2.F
F. Students: Undergraduate dental students, either
studying or residing in the state of Virginia, may
become student members. Student committee
members shall be entitled to vote on committees
but not to hold office. ; d~e PreJidetu ef clte
Affieries,nStt1dernDents,! l\99eeis,tiet1ef the YCU
Scheel ef Dentistry Jhs,IIbe s, , eting fflCfflberef the
VDA Hettse ef Delq;s,te9. Student members shall
be entitled to participate in the Association's
insurance programs, shall receive the Virginia
Deneal Journal, and shall receive notice of and be
entitled co participate in other Association activities.
Article III, Section 3.C
C. '.fite-Pre:1ide1Hef clte AffierieS:fl.SmdetH Deflt<1I
Asseeis,tiet1 ef rite YCU Scheel ef Defl.timy Jhs,11
ef ttte Het19e.
bes, ,etifl/!, 11~en~be1
There will be eight (8) student members of the
House of Delegates, four (4) voting Delegates and
four (4) Alternate Delegates.
D. The Board of Directors, the Chairmen of all
Standing Committees who are not serving as VOA
Delegates and ADA Delegates and Alternate
Delegates who are not serving as VOA Delegates,
!tt1.dewe memberJ &em es,eh ef th.e Sephemere,
}ttt'lier, !tl'ldSet1.ierels,Jsess,t1.dthe Presidet1.tef the
Stt1dent Bady ef the VCU Scheel ef Det1.tiJtry,
shall be seated in a special section of the House of
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Delegates as nonvoting members.
B. Article VI, Section 2.
Powers and Duties: The
Board of Directors shall have charge of the general
business of the Association and supervision of its
affairs in the interim between House of Delegates
meetings. In these matters the Board of Directors
shall carry out the policies established by the House
of Delegates. If the Board of Directors determines
that a change in an existing policy established by
the House of Delegates is necessary and urgent, the
Board of Directors is empowered to call a special
session of the House of Delegates for action on the
matter. If time does not permit the convening of a
special session of the House of Delegat es, the
Board of Directors may establish interim policy.

C. Article V, Section 3.B
B. The Delegation, defined as Delegates and
Alternate Delegates co the ADA Annual
Session, at it:i HtJt es,ueu:ies,ett yes,r, the first de!
egation meeting during the I 6th District
Caucus, shall elect its Chairman and Vice
Chairman from its members. The officers of
the delegation will be elected annually with their
terms taking effect at the end of the ADA
Annual Meeting. The officers will be limited to
four consecutive one year terms. The
Chairman's duties shall include a complete
report of activities to the VOA Board of
Directors. The Chairman's report to the Board
of Directors shall be published in the
VDA]ournal.

2. Adopted: A recommendation chat the VDA supports
local, regional and state efforts co support volunteer
pro bono clinical opportunities for dentistry. The
VOA encourages Virginia's County and Regional
governments co continue financial support to already
established, on-going programs and facilities which
allow volunteer dentists to offer dental care co
patients who face financial obstacles and are unable
to receive treatment.

3. Adopted: A recommendation that the Virginia Dental
Association supports funding of $12 million from the
Virginia General Assembly to fund the construction of
the new dental building at the VCU School of
Dentistry and assist the dental schoo l in finding a
patron and in informing legislators of the need for the
building for expanded enrollment and research.

4. Adopted a recommendation to Amend VOA Policy, pg
5, #3 as follows: Emanuel W. Michaels Distinguished
Dentist Award - (1tffiettdedP1esidem's A,.11.rd)The
award is presented to a member dentist who has
demonstrated outstanding service, leadership and dedication to the profession of dentistry and for the
improvement of the health of the citizens of Virginia.
This award is presented only when a worthy candidate
is recognized by the President and approved by the
Awards Committee. The candidates can be recommended by the general membership. -2000
5. Adopted as Policy: Establish a Presidential Citation
award that recognizes individual(s) who have contributed during the president's term .

6.

Adopted as Policy: The VOA components are encouraged to recognize members and other individuals in
their component who have contributed significantly to
the furtherment of the dental profession. The recipients will be listed in the program of the VOA general
membership meeting.

7. Adopted a recommendation that Honorary
Membership be given to Mr. Bill L. Hall for his years
of expert commitment to the Dental Association and
its efforts to serve our citizens.

8. Adopted a recommendation that no committees shall
meet during the CE sessions or during the social activities at the Virginia Meeting in June.

9.

Defeated a recommendation chat the Nominating
Committee should be disbanded.

10. Adopted a recommendation chat the VOA donate at
least 10,000 dollars each to the for Louisiana Dental
Association and the Mississippi Deneal Association for
assistance with operating expenses.

11. Adopted a recommendation chat Funding of the donation co the Louisiana Deneal Association and the
Mississippi Dental Association shall be by a one-year
special assessment of 7.00 dollars as a separate line
item on the dues statement.

12. Adopted a recommendation chat the VOA office will
include a voluntary contribution slip in the dues statement for the Hurricane Katrina Relief Fund established by the VDHF for the year 2006.

13. Adopted an amended substitute recommendation that
the VOA support the concept of an expanded duty
Certified Dental Assistant (CDA) . The President of the
VOA shall appoint a task force to develop the criteria
for education, certification and level of supervision .
The duties that will be considered are:
a. taking impressions for prosthetic restorations and
creating cases
b. placing, packing and removing cord
c. condensing, contouring and adjusting direct
restorations
d. Under general supervision, fabricate temporary
restorations and/or re-cement a temporary
restoration with temporary cement for a patient
of record, providing that the patient is rescheduled
for follow-up care with the dentist.
e. Other duties
All of the above functions could be performed after
appropriate training for each function. The task force
will encourage the Board of Dentistry to actively participate in developing the needed criteria. The task
force will report back to the House of Delegates at the
2006 House of Delegates.

14. Adopted an amended recommendation that The VOA
seeks changes in the statutes or regulations governing
dental hygiene by the Board of Dentistry and/or leg-
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islatively to allow a hygienist with appropriate training
to administer local anesthesia and nitrous oxide and
oxygen inhalation analgesia co pacienrs over 18 years of
age under the direct supervision of a dentist.

Budgetary Impact: No anticipated budget impact
on che VDA.

The following is reported as information only:
The following actions of the Board of Directors were
ratified by the House:

1. The following were elected to serve on the Board of
Directors:

The Board of Directors needed to take make a decision on
legislative initiative taking place at the 2005 Virginia
General Assembly, and because of the following
information, could not follow the 2004 House of Delegates
directive exactly as written: On advice of counsel SB 1127
(Licensure by Credentials) section 54.1-2709.5 Item B,
is unconstitutional.

1. B. A license granted pursuant to this section shall be
automatically revoked if the licensee does not practice
dentistry solely within the boundaries of the ommonwealth within two years of granting of such license or
if, having held the license for two years, the licensee
ceases to actively practice dentistry solely within the
boundaries of the Commonwealth.
Section 54.1-2709.5 Item B of SB1127 was removed.

2. To insure that the VDA's concerns regarding licensure
by credentials were addressed by HB2368 provisions
1-8 in SBI 127 section 54.1-2709.5 Item B was inserted into SB2368.

The following resolution was referred back to the
Board of Directors:
I.

RS Background: There is a significant shortage of
dental hygienists in some areas of the state. This
limits the availability of preventive dental services
to Virginians.
Resolution: The Virginia Deneal Association sup
ports supragingival scaling a delegable duty to
dental assistants with Board of Dentistry
approved education and training.
--
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Component 3 H. Reed Boyd III
Component 4 Benita A. Miller

Component 5 Craig B. Dietrich
Component 8 Alonzo M. Bell

2.

Three year term
Serving the
year of Anne C.
Adam's term
Three year term
Three Year term

Dr. Ralph Howell was re-elected Speaker of the House.

3. The following received Life Member Certificates in
2005: Component I - Kenneth Albinder, Reginald L.
Armistead, Richard K. Bolen, Irwin Hurwitz, Jerry W.
Parsons. Component 2 - Charles R. Harris, Jr.
Component 3 - Frank H. Farrington, Edward G.
Howe. Component 1.- Joseph C. Bryant, Donald G.
Crabtree, Charles L. Cuttino III, Donald L. Du Vall,
Robert E. Gilliam, Sidney H. Horwitz, Thomas R.
Hudson, Richard D. Hylton, Thomas R. Peery,
Thomas Wright, Jr. Component V - James A. Keesee,
John M. Salmon III. Component 6 - Randolph L.
Turner. Component 7 - James R. Batteen, Joseph J.
Waff, III. Component 8 - Bruce L. Arnold, Edward
Besner, Stuart A. Broth, AnthonyL. Colasanto,
Michael J. Collins, Philip S. Ferris, Allen G. Franks,
William F. Freidank, John W Hall, John N. Howell
II, David S. Meroney, David W. Metzdorf, Peter A.
Morabito, Gopal S. Pal, Charles M. Price, David A.
Reid, Basil A. Schiff, Michael J. Ternisky, Jr.

VDA Board of DirectorsActions
Resolution: The Virginia Dent al Association supporrs funding of $12 million from the Virginia General Assembly to
fund the construction of the new dental building at the
VCU School of Dentistry and assist the dental school in
finding a patron and in informing legislators of the need for
the building for expanded enrollment and research.

Virginia Dental Association
Board of Directors
Actions in Brief
September 14 - 18, 2005
The following actions were taken at the
September 14, 2005 meeting of the Board:

The Board of Directors approved the substitution of
R6A for R6 with a recommendation the House of
Delegates vote yes.

The following items were considered :
1. Substitute Resolution 6A for Resolution 6
Resolution 6A
Background: (Request from Dr. Ronald J. Hum , Dean,
VCU School of Dentistry.) The VCU School of Dentistry
has proposed a 35,000 square foot addition to the school to
allow expansion of teaching and research programs. A fourstory addition is proposed on the north end of the existing
Wood and Lyons Buildings , with space allocated as follows:
1st floor: Garage level; for patient drop-off/pick- up,
loading dock, handicapped parking
2nd floor: Clinical floor; for doubled dental hygiene class;
expanded dental class, if needed
3rd floor: Classroom floor; two lecture/CE halls and several
conference rooms
4th floor: Research lab floor; for expanded research in biomaterials and oral cancer
The dental school addition ranks # 3 on VCU's 2006-2008
capital budget request, which was recently approved by th e
VCU Board of Visitors. It now goes to the Governor's
Office and the General Assembly. It is estimated chat $12
million will be needed to build and fully equip the building. In its request, VCU is asking for $8 million in state
funds, matched by $4 million in private funds.

2. Background : Two years ago, the VDA president appointed a
cask force to stud y administration of local anesthesia by dental hygienists. The task force met several times and studied
the regulations of ocher states. Many other states allow properly trained gienists to admin ister not only local anesthesia,
but also nitrous oxide and oxygen inhalation analgesia.
Resolution: The VDA seeks changes in the statutes or regulations governing dental hygiene by the Board of Dentistry
and/or legislatively to allow a hygienist with appropr iate
training to administer local anesthesia and nitrous oxide and
oxygen inhalation analgesia under the direct supervision of a
demise.
The Board of Directors approved the resolution with a
recommendation the House of Delegates vote yes.
September 18, 2005
Th e following is reported as information on ly:
1. Dr. Monroe E. Harris, Jr. was appointed parliamentarian for

2005-2006 .

VCU also has a number of capital requests of varying sizes
chat are needed to finish the building construction and renovation projects chat are being financed through the
General Obligation Bonds approved previously by referendum by the citizens ofVirginia. VCU, recognizing the
need to finish these projects, needs to place its 2006-2008
funding request priorities on these items. The expanded
enrollment and expanded research that the new dental
building makes possible is important for meeting Virginia's
dental workforce needs, addressing the need for improved
oral health through research discovery, and maintaining the
stature of the VCU School of Dentistry as a leading dental
school. Therefore it is requested that:

2. Dr. Leslie S. Webb, Jr. was reappointed Journal editor for
2005-2006
3. Preparation of a hurrican e preparedness manua l was referred
to the Membership Committee.
4. Dr. Bruce R. Hutchison was appointed chair of the
Workforce Taskforce.
5. Dr. Michael J. Link was appointed chair of the Role of
Examination Taskforce.
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YouCAN Do PAYROLL 'TIL
CowsCOME HOME.
ORFARM
ITOuTTo

TuE

Payroll and payroll tax preparation can be exhausting, repetitive
chores. But, Paychex offers an alternative as refreshing as a
sunny country landscape. We specialize in payroll services that
are cost-effective whether you're a sole proprietor or have a
barn full of employees.

PAYCHEX
www.paychex.com

VirginiaDentalAssociation
members
receivea 15%discountoff
payrollprocessing.
Mentioncode5648.

• Payroll and payroll tax admin.
• A variety of ways to pay employees.
• Detailed, easy-to-understand reports.
• Time and attendance solutions .
• Personal service from a local office.
• Internet payroll, timesheet, and report options .
More than a half million U.S. businesses meet deadlines and
avoid compliance penalties by farming out their payroll to
Paychex.
For a friendly, "down home" consultation call

1-800- 729-2439.

MEDICAL OFFICE STAFFING

edicus
TEMPORARY• TEMP TO HIRE•DIRECT
DENTISTS
DENTAL HYGIENISTS
DENTAL ASSISTANTS
RICHMOND

HAMPTON ROADS

6800 PARAGON PLACE
SUITE501
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23230
PHONE (804) 282-1159
FAX (804) 282-2652

300 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE450
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23510
PHONE (757) 747-1420
FAX (757) 627-7834

RECRUITERS@MEDICUSTAFF.COM
WWW .MEDICUSTAFF.COM

What A Mom Learned from MOM
This year a School of Dentistry mom shared the experience of
traveling to Wise for the Mission of Mercy (MOM) Project
with her daughter, a third year dental student. When Lori
Musick, a native of southwest Virginia, and recipient of a
rural dentistry scholarship heard about the project she decided
not to room at the hotel but rather commute from her hometown of Honaker (30 miles north of Abington, VA) with her
mother. By commuting, she could participate in the project
and at the same time visit with family. Musick and her mother needed to wake up at 4:30 a.m. and drive over an hour in
order to arrive in rime to begin seeing patients at 6:30 a.m .
The lengthy ride rekindled memories of early morning drives
to high school activities and gave mother and daughter quality
time together.
Once again, the free dental clinic was held in lace July at the
County Fairgrounds in W ise, VA. During the two and a half
day project, over 300 dental team members and counrless
other volunteers offered dental services on a first come, first
served basis. Carol Ball, Mus ick's mother was one of the many
volunteers from various clubs and civic organizat ions chat
conducted exit surveys and showed people were they needed
to be for their appointments . She said, "Nobody was sent out
on their own to find where they were going to be seen or
treated." In her volunteer capacity, Ball was stationed close to
the dental students so she could be near her daughter and see
her at work while recording patient comments immediately
after treatment. "The energy and professionalism of the sru-

dents was amazing to watch. The patiencs were so appreciative. Not one person had anything negative to say, even if they
had four teeth pulled," said Ball.
Although other health care services are offered, getting seen
for dental treatment always attracts the biggest crowds. In the
two and half day period, over 1,406 patients received services
from the dental volunteers. "Until you go and see for your self," said Musick, "you don't really understand. It was quite
an eye-opener. We saw things during chose two days that we
probably wouldn't see in practice for years. Many of the
patients would not have had the work done if it were not for
the MOM Project."
The School of Dentistry team, led by Dr. Carol Brooks, has
collaborated on the project with Virginia Dental Association,
Remote Area Medical, Sc. Mary's Health Wagon, Delta Deneal
Plan ofVirginia , Virgin ia Department of Health - Dental
Division, Virginia Lions Club, March of Dimes Virginia
Chapter, and the Virginia Health Care Foundation for over 5
years. The project has grown from 8 studencs at its inception
to over 100 chis year. It has also gained the support of at least
one mom. "I would do it again if she asked me" said Ball. So
chis month Musick and her mom will make the trek to
Grundy together for the next MOM project.

Martha Bushong
Assistant Direccor External Relation's VCU School of Dentistry

The use of Impla nts in General Practice has created both new levels of excitement and f rustrati on. This excellent course dispels the "hype" to focus on
what is critica l for predictable results , enabling every clinician to manage their Implant Patie nts with very predicta ble results . Dr. Kois is the most exciting
speaker in America. So don't miss this great and valuable educational experience . Call LAB ONE for a convenient reservation form. Kois is the
Choice!

at the spacious Marriott Hotel & Convention
Center in downtown Norfolk, Vir inia
16 AGD Approved Credit Hours: Only $995.00
Includes Comprehensive
Kois Study Guide, Continental Breakfasts and Seated Luncheons.
> Special Reduced Hotel Rates > Special Reduced Rates for Practice Auxiliaries
and Technicians
> Visa/Master Cardi American Express Gladly Accepted

Call for details Toll-Free 1 (800) 455-4070 or 1 (888) 448-7889
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No More Regulations Please!
Amalgam waste has become a more prominent issue in the
dental field. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) have
been looking for ways to decrease mercury levels in the environment. Mercury is near the cop of the EPA's national priority list of hazardous chemicals. Dentistry is on their radar
even though we only contribute 1% of mercury co the environment.
Currently in Virginia, 333 miles of river have fish consumption advisories. There is always a concern chat local water
authorities or ocher regulators could issue pre-permit fees,
mandate water testing or mandate amalgam separators.
Voluntary compliance with "Best Management Practices" is
the prudent action to cake - not only to reduce chances of
any regulatory action, but also to do our part to keep the
environment as safe as we can.
The good news is that the ADA and VOA have been proactive in trying to resolve the problem . The ADA published
"Best Management Practices for Amalgam Waste" (BMP's)
in Februa1y 2003. These guidelines are very straightforward
and easy to implement. They are relatively inexpensive ways
to reduce the amount of amalgam being deposited into the
environment from our offices. The simple solution is to recycle the amalgam. It is estimated chat between 60-85% of
mercury is removed from the wastewater lines by following
the BMP's. One may wish to consider amalgam separators
chat would remove at least 95% of amalgam.

che ADA BMP's but also has a lot of ocher pertinent information chat should help you in your everyday practice. This
has been developed through partnership with the DEQ.
Their help has provided us with valuable input, financial
support and more imporcancly, a dialogue with regulators.
The EPA has also helped us financially.
The guide includes ve1y helpful information such as pollution prevention techniques, ways for dentists to gain recognition through programs developed by the DEQ, and BMP's
for amalgam and regulated medical waste. Disposal of radiographic solutions and other products are also discussed.
Most importantly are appendices that give information on
companies chat recycle the amalgam for you, one of which is
a VDSC sponsored company - Healthcare Compliance
Service.
This guide should be mailed co you shortly. Please follow the
simple BMP's chat are detailed inside and keep it for future
reference. I hope chat you will find it to be a valuable asset to
your practice.

VinceDougherty
Chairman, Infection Control and Environmental Safety

Recycling amalgam is a fairly simple and easy process for the
dental office. It involves using a wide-mouth airtight container to dispose of the following collected items: used amalgam collected from the mouth, disposable chairside traps,
disposable vacuum pump filters and disinfected, extracted
teeth with amalgam restorations. This container should be
labeled "Contact Amalgam for Recycling." When full, the
container should be sent to a reclamation facility. Please consult the ADA BMP's for thorough instructions.
The Infection Control and Environment Safety Committee
of the VOA has been working steadily co come up with a
resource guide that we hope will be beneficial co the dental
practitioner. le is citied "The Environmentally Responsible
Dental Office: A Guide co Pollution Prevention and Proper
Waste M anagement in Deneal Offices." It does incorporate
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Dr. Richard Roadcap Views Hopewell
Treatment Facility.
Watch for your BMP manual!

Minutes of the 136th Annual Bus. Meeting
VIRGINIA DENTAL AsSOCIATION
MINUTES

OF THE

136THANNUAL

BUSINESS MEETING
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2005

Component5
Component6
Component 7
Component8

The 136th Annual Membership Meeting of che
Deneal Association was held at the Richmond Marriott
Hotel Sunday, September 18, 2005.
President Bruc e R. Hutchison called the meeting to order.
The flag pledge was recited.
Dr. Robert Candler led the invocation.

THE FOLLOWING
DECEASED
MEMBERS WERE REMEMBERED:

Component I
Component3
Component4
Component8

Millard P.Doyle, Gladsto ne M. Hill .
Jimmy R. Hager.
Raymond E. Weddle.
Stanley J. Patch.

THE FOLLOWING RECEIVED
50YEAR CERTIFICATES IN 2005:
Component I

Component2
Component4

THE 2005 FELLOWS WERE ANNOUNCED:

Component5
Component I
Component 4
Component6
Component 7
Component8

Robert A. Candler, Michael S. Morgan.
Edward N. Griggs III, Lanny R.
Levenson, Frank D. Straus.
Michael A. Abbott.
Steven E. Gardner, Richard S. Mansfield,
J . Ted Sherwin.
Scott C. Berman, Frank R. Portel l.

THE FOLLOWING RECEIVED LIFE
MEMBER CERTIFICATES IN 2005:
Component I

Component2
Component3
Component4

Kenneth Al binder, Reginald L.
Armistead, Richard K. Bolen, Irwin
Hurwitz, Jerry W Parsons.
Charles R. Harris, Jr.
Frank H. Farr ington, Edward G . How e.
Joseph C. Bryant, Donald G. Crabtree,
Cha rles L. Cutt ino III , Donald L.
Du Vall, Robert E. Gilliam, Sidney H.
Horwitz, Thomas R. Hudson, Richard D.
Hylton, Thomas R. Peery, Thomas
Wright, Jr.

James A. Keesee, John M. Salmon III.
Randolph L. Turner.
James R. Batteen, Joseph J. Waff, III.
Bru ce L. Arnold, Edward Besner, Stuart
A. Broth, Anthony L. Colasanto,Michael
J. Coll in s, Phi lip S. Ferris, Allen G.
Franks, William F. Freidank, John W
Hall, John N. Howell II, David S.
Meroney, David W M etzdorf , Peter A.
Morabito, Gopal S. Pal, Charles M. Price,
David A. Reid, Basil A. Schiff, Michael J.
Tern isky, Jr.

Component6
Component 7
Component8

Morton A. Brownstein, Cecil J. Carroll,
Jr., John D. D iCiero, Euge ne L. Kanter,
Emanuel W Michaels, Leonard 0. Oden,
Harry S. Riley.
Harvey W Sherman, Jr., Roland R. Scali,
Jr., Clarence J. Wild.
Donald S. Brown, George B. Crist, Hugh
R. Rankin, John J . Salley, Irvin H.
Schmitt, Jr .
I. S. Myers, George J. Orr, Chris G .
Scordas, Char les E. Thaxton.
Thomas B. Hal ler, F. D . Morse, Jr.,
David R. Stanton .
Ophie W Dunnings , George R. H ed rick,
Don P.Whited, Peter S. Yeatras.
James J. LaCava, Charles F. McKeon,
James D. McKittrick, Samuel E.
Saunders, Jr., Charles Wissler.

THE FOLLOWING RECEIVED
60YEAR CERTIFICATES IN 2005:
Component I
Component3
Component4
Component5
Component6
Component7
Component8

Richard B. Barrick, Lawrence H. Cash,
Ira Gould, Lloyd C. March, Jr.
Warner J . Ball.
Alec Epste in, Francis M . Foster.
Walter H. Dickey, Curtis P.Gardner.
Rob ert F.Jackson.
G uy L. Alph in , Dwight H. Shull.
Lester Ferris, Irving H. Rosen .
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How to structure your practice debt to
maximize your financial health.
By David Catalano
The way you structure your practice debt will make a
material difference to your cash flow, your retirement and
your ability co enjoy life. In this article I am going to provide you with a frame work for determining your ideal
deb t structure . This material is taken directly from The
Financial Leadership Solution™ which is the best way I
have found for helping doctors through th is process.
Free Cash Flow, Compounding and Practice Debt
Let's begin by defining some terms and concepts.
The single most important financial measure of a business
is free cash flow. Free Cash Flow is the money generated by
a business chat is available for the owner of that business
after all expenses and capital expenditures have been made.
The more free cash flow available, che happier the owner,
assuming all ocher things are held constant. You wane to
maximize your free cash flow.
Compounding can be defined as returns on your returns .
Pretty simple and really powerful. The trick to wealth is co
generate free cash flow and invest it in assets chat compound. Your debt structure will drive what you have available to invest.
Practice debt is any borrowed funds used for your practice
including equipment leases, credit cards, seller notes and
bank or building loans.
Your ideal debt structure is defined as the debt that creates
the month ly payment that allows you co generate the free
cash flow you require to meet your long-term business and
personal goals and allows you the flexibility to make
changes to your assets when your goals dictate while maintaining your lifestyle.
With these definitions behind us, we can begin to deter mine how to identify your ideal practice debt structure .
The first step is to define your short and long term goals.
Do you want to move your office or residence, re-finance
your house, fund your retirement, vacation in Europe, stare

a college fund, buy a boat. You must know what your ideal
future looks like so you can plan accordingly.
For example, you don't want to pledge your home as collateral for a business loan when you plan on moving in 3
years. You will be forced to re-finance your business loan so
you can sell your house. Remember, you must maintain the
flexibility to make changes to your assets as your goals dictate .

If your goal is to fund your retirement, you probably don't
want to obtain a short term loan with large payments just
to get a lower interest rate. You have to pay taxes on the
prin cipal portion of your loan payments (remember only
the interest is tax deductible) . This will eat your cash flow,
reducing the amo unt of money you have available for
investing .
The learning objective is to map out your goals and make
sure your loan does not interfere with you achieving them .
The second step is to determine your lifestyle expenses.
These are non-business expenses like personal taxes, property taxes, personal debt and household utilities and
expenses. Don't forget all of the Latte money. That's the
money you spend but can never remember what you spent
it on . This is a big category for most families. Add up all of
these expenses and call it your Lifestyle Expense. This is the
amount of money you need to take out of your practice to
maintain (not expand) your current lifestyle. Many lenders
will approve you for a loan that you cannot afford. Why?
They simply do not make an accurate assessment of your
lifestyle requirements .
The learning objective is to unde rstand how much you
spend monthly to maintain your lifestyle. Do not use fuzzy
math (guesstimates). Research it, and know your lifestyle
number .
The third step is to determine your Praccice Cash Flow
before your debt payments and lifestyle expenses. This is
simple. Print your profit and loss statement for last year (or
Year to Date). Take the net income (loss) figure and add
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back any non-mortgage and non -recu rring expenses in
addition co any owner distributions. This is your cash flow
available for lifestyle and debt service. This is your net
before you pay yourself or any lender. Note chat your
lifestyle expense may be different than what you actually
paid yourself

his product. He is not going to care that your cash flow is
not as strong or that your tax bill will be higher. He may
even lower your interest rate to say 6.50%. But, based on
the above example, that only allows you to borrow
$882,669. This analysis assumes the building app raises for
what it costs to construct.

Now think back to your goals. What were they and do they
require some of your practice cash flow to achieve them.
For example, lee's say you need $100,000 for a down payment on a new house in three years. You will need to add
chis cash requirement to your lifestyle expense
($100,000/36=$2,778 monthly).

The learning objective is to know the payment you can
make while maintaining your lifestyle and achieving your
goals. You should search for a loan after you have calculated your lifestyle and practice cash flow. The loan term will
drive how much you can borrow assuming a given payment.

Take your practice cash flow, subtra ct your lifestyle expenses including any goal requirement funds. The result is the
amount of money you have available for practice debt service. This is called Cash Flow Available for Debt Service.

H ere is what we have just learned. You want your practice
to generate the free cash flow necessary to fund your
lifestyle and your business and personal goals. You must
start with your goals, then calculate your lifestyle and practice cash flow. This will drive what payment you can
afford. Then review how much you need to borrow and
pick the loan term that equates to chat number. Building
loans can have terms up to 30 years while practice loans
can have terms up to 15 years. For practice loans, you can
expect to pay a higher rate for a longer term. Need help
with this exercise? Send me an email to
david@financegeeks.com and maybe I can lend a hand.

Wiggle Room is financial jargon for having the ability to
maneuver financially. You want Wiggle Room in your cash
flow. Why? So you don't get physically sick when you have
more month left than money available. I recommend that
you have 1.25 times you r monthly debt payments in cash
flow. Put differently, you want $1.25 in cash flow for every
$1 in debt payments.
Let's review an example and see how this works. Dr. Big is
looking to buy a new office building for $ 1,000,000 and
move his practice into it. He already has $300,000 in
building debt, which he will eliminate when he sells his old
building. Dr. Big calculates his Cash Flow Available for
Debt Service to be $115,34 1. How much can he afford to
borrow?
Wiggle Room Calculation= $115,34111.25 = $92,273

David Catalano has a decadeof experiencehelping healthcare
providerswith complexfinancial issues.Finance Geeksis a
consultingfirm focused on helping healthcareproviders
maneuver through complexbusinessand financial issues.The
Financial LeadershipSolution?is a unique processdeveloped
by Finance Geeks. Visit them at www.financegeeks.com
or call 317 581-1776.

Maximum Monthly Payment= $92,273/12 = $7,689

Alert!!

How much can Dr. Big actually borrow?
Term
25 years
20 years
15 years

Rate
7.50%
7.50%
7.50%

Payment
$7,689
$7,689
$7,689

Loan Amount
$1,040,526
$954,452
$829,438

Longer term debt allows you to borrow more money. Do
not be swayed by a banker that only sells 15 year loans. He
is going to cell you how much interest you can save using
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Youmay have receiveda postcardor Jetter
from the 'Docs'group.It may appear to some
that this is from the VA.Boardof Dentistry.
It is Not! This is an advertisement Other
groups may offer similarcourses if needed.
Contactyour closest Boardof Dentistry
member for clarificationon anesthesiarules.

WILLIAMSBURG DENTIST ELECTED
AS PRESIDENT ELECT OF ACADEMY
OF GENERAL DENISTRY
CH ICAGO (July 2005) - Bruce R. DeGinder, DDS,
MAGO, of Williamsbu rg, VA., was installed as presidentelect of the Academy of General Dentistry (AGO) during
the House of Delegates session at the AG D's annual meeting in Washington D.C. on July 17, 2005.
"I look forward co help contin uing co shape and create an
organization that consistently meets or exceeds our member's needs and expectat ions. As the AGO envisions and
plans for our future, I am honor ed to serve as the president-elect," says Dr. DeGinder.
Dr. DeGinder will serve one year as president-elect, with
an automatic ascension co president in 2006. Dr.
DeGinder will work closely with ocher executive officers co
scracegica1lyposition the AGO for future endeavors and
accomplishm ents.
Dr. DeGinder has served the AGO in numerous capacities,
including serving as a member of the Academy Counc il on
Constitu tion, Bylaws and Judicial Procedure, Strategic
Advancement Com mitte e, chair of the Membership
Council and Marketplace Task Force chair. Dr. DeGinder
is an AGO media spokesperson and a Strategic and Tactical
Assessment and Response (STAR) program training specialise. He has been a speaker at numerous AGO
Leadership Conferences and has served as an AGO delegate, alternate delegate and member of several reference
committees. Dr. DeGinder was the recipient of the 2003
AGO Distinguished Service Award.
Within the Virginia AGO, Dr. DeGinder has served as
president, legislative chair, compone nt representative and
Young Dentist chair. Outside the AGO, he is immediate
past president of the Virgin ia Deneal Association and past
president of the Peninsula Deneal Society. D r. DeGinder
served as chair of the Virginia Deneal Association Young
Demist and Membership Committee and chair of the
Virginia Deneal Association Task Force on Membership.

After his graduation in 1988 from the Medical College of
Virginia, Dr. DeGinder's interest to keep up-to-date with
che profession drew him to the AGO where he earned his
Mastership award. To earn this award, Dr. DeGinder completed more than 1,100 hours of conti nui ng dental education, including 400 hours on hands-on courses. He has
earned fellowship honors from the Amer ican Co llege of
Demists, Int ernacional Co llege of Demists, Academy of
Dentistry Int ernacional, Pierre Fauchard Academy and the
Virginia Deneal Association.
The AGO is a non-profit organization of more than
35,0 00 general dentists dedicated to staying up-co-date in
the profession thro ugh continuin g education. A general
dentist is the primary care provider for patients of all ages
and is responsible for the diagnosis, treatment, management and overall coordination of services related co
patients' oral health needs.

ORAL
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ANEXTRA
$1,180AMONTH?
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ABIT.)
JointheArmyDental
Corpsandyoumay
beeligibleto receive
a monthlystipendof
over$1,180.Afteryour
residency
, you'll serveparttime, experience
state-of-the-art
facilitiesandhaveopportunities
for overseas
humanitarian
missions
, continued
education
andmore.

Tofindoutmore,orto speakto an ArmyReserve
HealthCareRecruiter,
call800-784-8867
orvisit
healthcare.goarmy
.com/hct/50
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NEWINITIATIVE
INTERVENTION,

&

TO AsSIST PROVIDERS IN THE AsSESSMENT,
PREVENTION Of INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE

Laurie K. Crawford, MPA, Medical Outreach Coordinator
Center for Injury & Violence Prevention
Virginia Department of Health

Healthcoreprofessionals
makeup o
InVirginia,
halfofallfemalehomicide
viclarge
and
diverse
group;
and,
therefore,
timsorekilledbytheirintimate
partners.
Use Your "RADAR"
it is clearthat providers
throughout
Ofthosekilledbytheirpartners,
anestimated4444%hovebeenseenbyo healthcore
Virginia
willhoveparticular
limitations
provider
forsomereasonintheyearprior Routinely inquire about current and past violence
or needsbasedon specialty,
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We Need Great
In the Richmond,

Dentists

Roanoke and Virginia

Beach areas

5rna\\5rni\es Dental Offices ...
provide needed services to Medicaid children
and young adults in our 1st class facilities.

--

Highly Competitive Starting Salary
o, 100% PAID Health Insurance
°' 100% PAID Malpractice Insurance
°' 100% PAID Disability Insurance
o 100% PAID Dues & Continuing Education
c» PAID Vacation - 2 weeks 1st year, 3 weeks 2nd year
°' PAID Holidays - 9 per year
C))

For more information,

contact

Jacob:

toll free (877) 367-0960
fax (719) 546-3334
jacobk@ddmktg.com

5rnall 5rni\es
Dentistry

SERVING SMILES FOR CHILDREN/ MEDICAID

Top Quality Manufacturing

Glove World
"The ADA Council on scientific Affairs' Acceptance of VltaDerm,
ACCE

PT E D

American
Dental
Association

MlcroDerm, SllkTouch, PolyCoat & Nltraflex( Blue & Pink)

is based on its finding that the product is effective for use
~

for barrier protection in the practice of dentistry".

• Guaranteed Lowest Pricing
• FREE Shipping
•
•
•

Call for FREE
sample boxes:

({) 800/483.8559
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Free Program Connects Virginia
Businesses -vvithThousands of
Potential Customers
Just imagining losing a potential customer is enough to
make any business owner shudde r. But if your emp loyees
are not trained in receiving phone calls from Virginia Relay
users, chances are you've hung up on a business oppo rtuni ty-multiple times.
A free public service, Virginia Relay enables people with
hearing or speech loss to carry on phone conversations with
any standard phone user. According to Virg inia Relay
Account Manager Clayton Bowen, "Em ployees unfamiliar
with Virginia Relay may unknowingly hang up when they
hear a Virginia Relay Co mmun ications Assistant (operator]
on the line, assuming they are receiving a solicitation or
marketing call. By not teaching employees how to recognize and properly handle these calls, businesses are turning
the ir backs on thousands of potential customers ."

In an effort to reverse these unintentional hang ups,
Virginia Relay is launching Relay Parmer, a free program
open to any Virginia-based business, large or small. By
familiarizing organizations with Relay calling procedures,
the program reduces or eliminates hang ups Relay users
sometimes experience whe n conducting business by phone.
"Relay Partner is really about giving both groups what they
want; Relay users want to conduct business by phone, and
businesses want to attract new customers," Bowen explains.

Upon joining, businesses gain access to a series of helpful
educational materials-including emp loyee and employer
guides, a Virginia Relay calling tips poster and an informational video-- that can easily be incorpo rated into existing
employee orientation or training programs. All materials
are available online and can be downloaded anytime, at no
cost. Other than a computer to access the on line training
materials and a standard phone, no add itional equipment is
needed.
Once a business joins, its contact inform ation (address,
phone number, URL, etc.) is listed online with other current Partners and categorized by industry. All Virginia
Relay users have access to this list and are frequently
encou raged to patronize Relay Partners.
To sign up, businesses can visit www.RelayPartner .org or
www.VaRelay.org, click "Virginia Relay Partner" and then
follow the online instructions. Virginia Relay representatives are also available to conduct a free, onsite training
presentation at you r place of business. For more information, call 1-800-552-7914 or
e-mail frontdsk@vddhh.virginia.gov.

Faculty,staff and students fromVCUSchoolof Dentistry
gatheredto express concernfor the individualsdisplaced by HurricaneKatrina.The map of the Gulf
Coast states was signedwith messagesof support and
care and displayedin the lobby of the LyonsBuildingto
remindthe schoolcommunityof alumniand others
who were residentsof the affected areas.
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Members of the Chicago Dental
Society expect personal service,
top-quality products and
financial stability from the
insurer selected to cover their
offices and liability. That's why
the CDS (with more than 7,000
members) has endorsed The
Cincinnati Insurance Company's
Dentist's Program since 1998.

Personal.
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To learn more about this

program, contact your local
Cincinnati independent agent.
To locate an agency nearest you,
log on to www.cinfin.com or call
Mike Turrell at (800) 769-0548.

Stability

CINCINN ATI

INSVRA,.NCE
COM:PANtES

PRESENTS

HEALTHCARE COMPLIANCE
SERVIC E
Healthcare Compliance Service is a nationwide full service company e11dorsedby the VDA providing waste
management and compliance services for the healthcare industry .We speciafo:c in ha7ardous and bio-ha✓.ardous
waste removal service as well as OSHA compliance training programs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Photo Chemical Filtration Units with waste removal
Lead and Lead Foil waste removal service
Amalgam Filter and Trap waste removal service
:'vlcrcury waste removal service
New ISO approved Mercury /Amalgam Filtration Units
Bio-Hazard Sharps removal service
Dental spccilic OSHA IBloodborne Pathogen Training Kits

Fi11ally, one easy method for total compliance from one source. For more information or to order choose from below :

E-mail : HCSTODA Yla'CS.COM
Phone: 610-518-5299

Website: WWW .HCSTODA Y.CO:'vl
Fax: 610-518-2995

NEWS
ANNOUNCEMENT!
The Alliance of the Richmond Deneal Society has won two
national MDA awards. Recognition of the efforts of our
GKAS Dental Health Fair in February will be awarded this
October in Philadelphia for the Dental Health Education
category: "Best cooperative program with a dental association/society or a charitable/civic/ community group" (the
ARDS Fair managed to include all of these targeted
groups) and in those who participated in a GKAS program.
The Southside Dental Alliance will also receive one of these
awards. The Alliance of the VDA should be accepting
recognition from AD PAC for doing their annual Dental
care kits.
Jocelyn Lance
President, ARDS

THE VIRGINIA ASSOCIATION OF
ORTHODONTISTS
The Virginia Association of Orthodontists had their annual
meeting in June at the Tides Inn in Irvington, Virginia.
The many members attending were treated to a great scientific and social program. The following members were
elected to serve the YAO:
Dr. William E. Crutchfield-President
Dr. Anthony Savage-President Elect
Dr. Norman Prillaman-Secretary Treasurer
Dr. Alfred Griffin-Immediate Past President
Dr. Penny Lampros-Past President
Dr. David Morris-Director
Dr. Richard Byrd-Director
Dr. Rodney Klima-Delegate to the Southern Assoc. of
Orthodonciscs
Dr. Edward Ross-Delegate to the American Assoc. of
Orthodontists
The next Virginia Association of Orthodontists meeting
will be held at Kingsmill in Williamsburg the lase weekend
of June, 2006. We look forward to seeing you there.

DR. KAREN DAY,
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH NEWS
The National Health And Nutrition Survey (NHANES) was just
released from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) utilizing data from 1999 co 2002. In comparing to the
previous survey conducted from 1988 to 1992, the reporr shows
a 10% reduction in the caries rates in permanent teeth of children 6-19 years old, but no change in the caries rates in primary
teeth of children 2-11 years old. The release of this information
is timely, as the Division of Dental Health has recently started
fully implementing the "Bright Smiles for Babies" program.
Susan Pharr, R.D.H., M.P.H. was hired as coordinator for this
program that is targeted toward preschool children 0-3 years old
utilizing strategies to reduce early childhood tooth decay including anticipatory guidance, risk assessment and fluoride varnish.
In the last few weeks Ms. Pharr has worked with Early Head
Start programs in Alexandria, Norge, Newport News and
Roanoke to provide fluoride varnish for children. Several other
Early Head Start sites (Norton, Orange, Abingcon and
Richmond City) have also had children screened. Trainings have
also been held for non-dental health providers at Lynchburg,
Wise and Russell County Health Departments. In addition co
these initiatives targeting the pre-school population, DDH is also
partnering with the Head Start Collaboration Project to hold the
Virginia Head Start Oral Health Forum in Richmond on
September 21, 2005. The objective of this all day event is to
share information and develop strategies to improve the oral
health of Head Start children regarding access, prevention, and
education.

Vince Doughe~ Scott Henson. Scott Be,man, Quoc Lu,)1mCoffey.Sharon
Colvin, Carol Brooks.Frank Portell, Ron Downey,JulieTran,Anthony Peluso,
Bruce Hutchison.Rick Taha
ferro, Edw,n Lee, Isabel Leste~JeffreyCaufaude
(speaker),Jenn1ferBarton.Jared Kleine,Mark Crabtree, Gary Hartman.Viki Bettis,
KnstaWoodlock. JeanHong. Mike Fernandez,Anne Adams,ClayWeisberg,Josh
Rub1nste1n,
Dan Barton.Aaron Marks.Mike Gorman, Li1W1lson
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VCU School of Dentistry
Sees Need for Exf)ansion
Dr.RonaldJ.Hunt, Dean
VCU School of Dentistry
Recognizing that Virginia needs more dentists and dental hygienists and more research to improve
oral health and treatment, the School of Dentistry at Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) is
seeking funding from the Virginia General Assembly to expand the school's classroom, clinical, and
research facilities. With the support of VCU and the Virginia Deneal Association, the school is seeking
$12 million to build a 35,000 square-foot addition to the school on the MCV Campus at VCU.
"Virginia faces a shortage of dental practitioners for rural and underserved populations, a shortage of
dental hygiene services, and an unm et need for research-based advances in dental practice for optimum
oral health care," notes Dr. Ron Hunt, dental school dean. "However, this is Virginia's only dental
school, and the schoo l's physical facilities in the Lyons and Wood Buildings do not have the capacity
for expanded enro1lmenc or expanded research."

With the new building, the dental school would:
• expand enrollment in the dental class from 90 to 100 per year, with new positions
dedicated co recruitment of student s from Southwest and Southside Virginia;
• expand enro 1lmenc in che dental hygiene class from 20 to 40 per year, with new
positions dedicated co students who are Virginia residents; and
• expand laboratory space dedicated co research in oral cancer (with the Massey
Cancer Cente r) and dental biomaterials (with the School of Engineering).

VDA 'Day on the Hill'
January 20th, 2006

Come join us as we advocate for dentistry and VCU!
For information, Contact Morgan Bailey At (804) 261-1610
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Classifieds
Clmified
advertising
ratesare $40 for up to 30 words.
Additional
words.25
each.Theclassified
advertisement
willbe in theVDAJournal andon the
VDAWebsit e - www.vade ntal.org. It willremainin the Journal
for oneissueand on the websitefor a quarter(3 months)unlessrenewed.
Alladvertisements
mustbe prepaidandcannotbe accepted
by phone.Faxed
advertisements
mustincludecreditcardinformation.
Checks
shouldbe payable
to theVirginia
DentalAssociation.
Thedosingdatesfor all copywillbe the
1stof January,
April,
July,October.
Afterthe deadline
doses,theJournalcannotcancelpreviously
orderedads.Thisdeadline
is firmAsa membership
service.adsare restricted
to VOA
andADA
members
unlessemployment
or continuingeducationrelated.Advertising
copymustbe typewritten
and sent to
Journal& WebsiteClassified
Department,
Virgin
ia Den
tal Association,
7525
StaplesMillRd.,Richmond,
VA23228or fax(804)261-1660.
The Virginia Dental Association reserves the right to
edit copy or reject any classified ad and do es not
assume liability for the content s of classified advertising.

Dentists looking to relocate to Virginia. We currently have temporary licenses which will be good for one
year, and are working on permanent licensure. We
are looking for jobs for one or both of us. We are
looking for full rime associaceships initially, wich long
teem potential, either via partnership, or practice purchase. We have practiced comprehensive
Pankey/Dawson type care in our own office. We
have been in practice for 14 and 15 years. We are
well versed in current endodontic treatments, implant
restoration and Cerec all porcelain restorations.
Contact Sandra at 804 943 4974 .

FOR SALE
Alexandria, VA - well established - 4 day/wk - mixed
pt. base, family dental practice for sale! 3 ops (2
more maybe added). Leased space-ind. all utilities
and parking. Gross averaging $260,000 over lase 4
years. Doctor retiring.
The Synder Group 800-988-5674

Associate Po sition
Newport News/Yorktown area, progressive practice
offering wide range of services in top notch facility,
great opportunity co develop skills. Digital
Radiography, cosmetic imaging, amazing staff Senior
dentist wants more time off for mission trips. For
more info, see www.dentalcare4u.com. Send CV's to
wgriffin l 4@cox.net.

General dentist position available in
Spotsylvania. Full-time. Must have 2 years experience and speak Spanish. Send resume to Dr.
Ahmadiyar and Associates 10406 Courthouse Road,
Spotsylvania, VA 22553 . Aten: Kristi.

FOR SAL E

FOR SALE

Cape Charles, VA- Newly renovated, fully equipped
dental office for sale in beautiful/historic Cape
Charles, Virginia. Doctor deceased. 2 ops. Nice
opportunity for starting a new practice.
Call 757-331-1874.

Fredericksburg area. Modern 3 ops, plumbed for
more. Grossing $350K on 3.5 day week. No
evenings, No weekends. Professional building.
Growing area. High net income. No capitation.
Call Polcari Associates, Ltd. (800) 544-1297.

Sterling, VA

Great Virginia Practice for Sale! Excellent
opportunity. Established Virginia practice near N.C.
Triad Area collecting 700K+ and very profitable. 5
ops. Nice building. Very well run office. Rapidly
expanding area with lots of amenities for the whole
family. We can help you get 100% financing. Call
Franklin Group Associates, Inc. (800) 465-8605

Public Relations Manager
Market company's product, oversee and negot. new
contracts. Perform market research, design and develop publicity and adverts and promos in diverse
media. Full time, will pay prev'ling rate. 2 years experience required and bachelors in marketing or communications.
Bilingual English/Spanish.
Contact: Dr. Golestani
Fax# 703-433-0598
Volume 82, Number 4 -
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General Practice Dentist

Temporary Coverage

Children's Hospital DENTAL SERVICES IS
GROWING and we are recruiting for a general dentist with special interest and training to serve children
to young adults with special health care conditions
who may need restorative, prosthetic , endodontic or
periodontal care. Must be a graduate of an accredited
dental school with clinical training and experience
chat includes providing dental services to children
with special health care needs such as offered in hospital based or general practice residency training.
Desire individual with experience in providing care
under general anesthesia in surgical suite .

We have more jobs than we have dentists! Help! Just
name your flat daily fee. Paid weekly, like clockwork.
Bread and butter procedures. Macerniry, disabiliry
and personal leaves. FFS practices, not mills. But we
can't call you until you FIRST call us. Say hello
sometime. No strings or obligation, ever. Doctors
per Diem, In c., 800-600-0963. Temporary and permanent professional placement, nationwide, since
1997. Ask us the secret co working out of state occasionally or as often as you wish, in state.
email:docs@doctorsperdiem.com or visit.

Must be licensed as a dentist in Virginia and have a
DEA certificate to prescribe medication. Must
be eligible to hold medical/dental hospital staff privileges and be credentialed as a provider for third parry
payers.
Children' s Hospital offers excellent benefits consisting of medical/dental, spending acc~uncs,_pe~sion
and 401-K plans, continuing education, life msurance, paid leave of six weeks plus holidays. Please forward resume to Employment Coordinator.
Children's Hospital
Richmond, VA
2924 Brook Road
Richmond, VA 23220
Fax: (804) 228-5900
E-mail: mgodsey@chva.org
EOE/Drug Free Workplace

Need a rider?
Broad Ridge Dental Associates is looking for a general
dentist or an endodontist for our Wayneboros,
Virginia location. One year GPR or two years of .
experience required. You will receive a BMW 3251
via corporate lease while employed. Interested?? Call
Stephanie 540-943-7077.

Join our Buyer's List
@ www.dentalsales.org
As a dentist, I have the knowledge and experience to
match your needs to a practice chat will provide the
challenges, satisfaction and the financial rewards that
are compatible with your talents and requirements.

FOR SALE
WOODBRIDGE - OMS, Revenue: $I.3M,
3 surgeries, recovery room, condo available, 2,000
square feet.
FALLS CHURCH - Orthodontic, revenue:
$100,0 00 10-1/2 hours. CONDO AVAILABLE for
purchase, 1,550 square feet.
FALLS CHURCH - Revenue: $150,000 1 1/2 days,
real estate available, fantastic location
SPRINGFIELD- Revenue: $ I 50,000 I 1/2 days, 2
operatories, great location.
ALEXANDRIA- Revenue: $1.5M, 3 operatories,
abiliry to expand to 6, 1/2 practice is C&B, all F/S.
ALEXANDRIA - Revenue: $300,000, 3 O.R.s, FIS
50%, PPOs 50%, 15-20 new patients monthly.
NORFOLK - Revenue: $700,000 4 days, 8 equipped
operatories, stand alone building for sale.

Associate Position
Modern, high-end, fee-for-service general dental practice seeking motivated associate. Crown& bridge,
root canal therapy, and cosmetic restoration experience required. Sedation training helpful. Resumes to
1690 Huguenot Road, Midlothian, VA 23113 or
(804) 594-0824 (fax). Or call Scott and Pranee
White @ (804) 379-4483.
50
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WOODBRIDGE - Revenue: $200,000 2 1/2 days, 4
operatories, great location in shopping cent er.
BURKE- Turnkey, 5 operatories, 4 equipped, 1,889
square feet, in busy shopping center. (SOLD)

Practice Sales & Transitions, (877) 539-8800,
www.dentalsales.org

Introducing a business opportunity that 's free, easy and beneficial for you .
Virginia Relay Partner is a new program fro m Virgin ia Relay, a service provided by your state.
Virginia Relay makes it possible for people who have speech or hearing loss to carry on phone
conversations with everyone who uses a standard phone - including your business. As a Virgin ia
Relay Partner, you will learn how easy it is to take and place calls from t he tho usands of Virginians
who use Relay to conduct business by phone . So,you'll be ready to make this beneficial cust omer
connection. Just go online or call today for more details. You'll find they're defini tely worth
hearing about.

Visit www.VaRelay .org or call 1-800-552 -7917 to learn
about Virginia Relay Partner .

MBNA Practice Solutions sM

Maximize Your Tax Benefits**
When Purchasing New Equipment
You may be able to take advantage
of IRS Section 179 with
new equipment purchases
100% Equipment Financing:
■

From$5,000 to
$2,000,000" financing

■

Flexiblepaymentstructures
tailoredto meet your needs

■

Utilizeour expressapplication
for quick decisionson equipment
purchasesunder $100,000

•

Fixedor variablerates available
with terms up to 15 years

Endorsed by:

x1g~r
Rv1c
Es
Corporation
-

----

Tax Savings Example••
Amount
Equipment
Cost

Section
179

Normal
Depreciation

Total
Deduction

saved

Net

~mentafter
at35 %
tax bracket tax benefits

$35,000

$35,000

$0 .()0

$35,000

$12,250

$110,000

$105,000

$1,000

$106,000

$37,100

$22,750
$72,900

Call Today

800-491-3623
SourceCode: 1L8A9
Monday - Friday
8 a.m. - 8 p.m. EasternTime
www.mbna .com

• All programs are subject to credit approval and loan amounts are subject to creditworthiness.
Some restrictions may apply .

- The above is a ~ssible tax scenario, and does not alter, change or modify any other depreciation
allowances available to you under applicable law. Depreciation allowances und« Section 179 and other
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are available to you, regardless of whether you obtain financing
from us. This Is an estimate only. You should consult with your tax advisor for your actual tax benefits.
MBNA Practice Solutions, MBNA. the M BNA logo, the tree symbol, and MBNA America are service marl<s
of MBNAAmerica Bank, NA
0 2005 MBNA America (Delaw are}, NA

mbna {

When you are looking formore than just a crown,
when high-level technical sklls and expetience are requted,
think of

Baran Dental Laboratory

PROCERA®
Theal•ceramic

LAVA™

same charactm•
CAD/CAMtAl"IIIIW

best It lmagna
CAD/CAMtechnology
fa

al-cerarric aowns

end bddges on a
ucorium oxide basis
Ideal for fols unit bddges
Superior Shtngth Nth high

tacue resistance.
Dwa~e

Acctnte
Resistant to
ha,mfll bacteda
and plaque

PORCE N

VENEERS
Stackedporceleln
faopdmum
esthetcrestlls

(703) 961-0116/0117
(800) 941-4291
4433-EBROOKFIElO
CORPORA1E
DRIVE
CHANlUY,VA 20151

IMPLANTS
Ow hlg~ .-ained
tectncians are

capable orwaling
on al the major
manufactweri lxed
Implant products.

